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Managing editor of The Winonan fired
By MAGGIE McCALLUM
& DAVE ADAMS
Co-News Editors

Bryant Scott was fired as managing editor of the Winonan Thursday
at a special meeting of the paper's
publishing board.
The decision was made in light of
Scott's eight day absence from the
paper.
The publishing board discussed
Scott's enrollment status because he
had not been enrolled for the majority of winter quarter and had made
cash advancements last fall quarter.
The disappearance of Scott for
eight days prior to the meeting,
missed deadlines and subsequent
fines were the major conduct violations the board took into consideration when deciding his status. Scott
had been unreachable to any Winonan
staff members for more than a week,
leaving the staff with his responsi-

bilities.
Scott went to the publishing board
meeting and explained that he would
be enrolled and would like to keep his
position as managing editor.
Scott said that he had done a lot for
the paper and put in a lot of time and
effort over the past year and a half as
the managing editor.
"I don't want to give up," Scott
said.
Registrar Stewart Shaw, who was
asked by Scott to attend the meeting,
explained to the board that Scott did
have a special arrangement for his late
registration.
"We make the occasional exception," Shaw said.
The board then dismissed the issue
of Scott's enrollment status and discussed the cash advances, missed deadlines and his disappearance.
According to Scott, the cash advances were taken against money he
assumed he would earn during winter

On-campus
smoking to be
eliminated

Bryant Scott

David Boehier

quarter. He didn't believe it was wrong
because he believed he would be officially enrolled for winter quarter,
thereby, earning the money he borrowed.
By not being officially enrolled as a
student, Scott could not technically
receive any paychecks for winter quarter, according to the Winonan constitution and the rules governing state
wages paid out to student help employees.
The $2,050 in fines for missed deadlines were briefly discussed by Scott
who explained the reasons the paper

went to press late, and that proper
measures had been taken to rectify the
situation so there would be no more
late fines for not going to press on
time.
Scott explained his disappearance
as a reaction to being afraid of the
consequences of not being enrolled,
and that he was trying to work out his
financial matters and enrollment status with the school.
"I was extremely scared," he said.
Scott also explained that he felt like
he was being accused of doing something criminal or inappropriate.
"I wasn't trying to pull some type of
scam," he said.
Scott said he would understand
being fired if he had purposely tried to
defraud the board or the university.
Winonan editorial staff members at
the meeting presented a letter to the
board recommending the termination
of Scott due to his disappearance. The
Winonan editorial board members

stood firm with their recommendation to let him go due to his absence,
despite Scott's explanation.
"I think it was definitely right to
fire him because of his behavior for
those eight days he was gone," said
Winonan staff member David Hruby.
"It didn't matter about the enrollment, if he would have worked with
us through all of this he would still be
here."
As a result of Scott's termination,
sports editor David Boehler was appointed interim managing editor for
the remainder of the year.
"On a personal level I didn't want
to see it happen," said Boehler. "But,
if I was in his position, I would expect
the same consequences handed to
me."
"I think it was fair because everything got discussed." said Winonan

See fired, page 3

The truth hurts

By KEVIN BECHARD
News Reporter

The steps toward making Winona State University
a completely smoke-free campus are underway.
The university has been making policy changes
regarding its indoor smoking areas to meet the guidelines of the Minnesota Clean Indoor Air act, which
prohibits smoking in public areas.
These changes have been occurring at a very slow
pace on this campus, with the most recent change
taking place in Somsen hall two weeks ago. The last
indoor smoking area in Somsen was changed to a no
smoking area.
According to Karen Northam, administrative assistant to University President Darrell Krueger, "As of
Feb. 1, Somsen hall eliminated all remaining smoking
areas inside the building."
Somsen was the only building on campus besides
Kryzsko commons which had a designated smoking
room during the past few years. The old boiler room
and the loading dock area were the only designated
smoking areas inside Somsen.
In SepteMber of 1993, President Krueger released a
memo stating that in one year, the smoking areas
would be phased out of Somsen as part of an agreement that the building would be 100% smoke free.
During the first week of February, Krueger followed up on the agreement and prohibited smoking in
the old boiler room and the loading dock.
"Right now, all academic buildings on campus are
smoke free," said Dr. John Kane, vice president of
student affairs. "But because the dormitories are part
of the revenue bond and are relatively private, we are
unable to totally eliminate smoking from these buildings."
The only way to limit smoking in the dorms is to
reduce the number of smoking rooms and make sure
that students sharing smoking rooms are both smokers, according to Kane.

Kryzsko soon to be smoke-free also
Progress has been made around campus, such as
eliminating smoking in offices, but people can still
smoke in designated areas of Kryzsko commons.
"We are in a process of phasing out smoking in
Kryzsko," said Joe Reed, student activities director.
"Smoking was recently banned in the student union,
and probably within a couple of years, it will also be
prohibited in the MTV lounge. It's more of a gradual
process, and so it will take some time to totally eliminate it."
Kane added, 'There has been some talk about eliminating one of the smoking rooms, but a final decision
won't be made for a while."
A plan to phase out smoking in Kryzsko commons
started with the elimination of smoking in the Smaug,
and the creation of the two smoking rooms off the
Smaug in 1992. Then, in 1993, smoking was banned in
the lower hyphen.
This year, smoking was banned in the student
union games area, the old smoking rooms adjacent to
the new cafeteria and the conference rooms in the east
cafeteria.
According to Reed, the MTV lounge and possibly
one of the smoking rooms off the Smaug will be eliminated.
The Minnesota Clean Indoor Air Act requires the
elimination of all indoor smoking areas in public
places, with the exeption of some restaurants and bars.

Joshua Smtth/Asst. Photo Editor

Winona State Student senate members Ann Cox and Sean Rahn, right, participate In a rally during Student Lobby Day
In the capitol last Wednesday. To attend the next Lobby Day on March 15 contact student senate. More photos pg. 6.

Tw° WSU

students
shot after
car chase

By DAVE ADAMS
Co- News Editor

Two Winona State University
students were shot and injured
early Saturday morning after a
lengthy car chase.
The two students, whose
names have not been released,
were allegedly shot by 24 yearold Roger Allen Wolter, of 166
Olmstead St.
Both victims were shot with
buckshot, one in the neck and
face, the other in the lower legs.
The incident occurred at approximately 1:30 a.m. Saturday
morning.
The victims went to the
Winona Law Enforcement Center
to report the incident. From there
they were taken to Community
Memorial Hospital where they
were treated and released.
According to Sergeant Donald
Walski of the Winona Police Department, Wolter is currently being held in custody at the Winona
County Law Enforcement Center.
Wolter, who is also a student
at Winona State, was chased by
the two victims through Winona,
across the river bridge into Wisconsin, and back into Winona.
According to Walski, the two
victims caught up with Wolter
outside his house between Third
St. and Fourth St. after he had
gone inside and grabbed a shotgun.
Walski said the victims saw a
person walking on the sidewalk
carrying a shotgun. They got out
of their car, and then Wolter fired
at the ground in front of them,
spraying them with buckshot and
lodging 50 to 60 pellets in the leg
of one of the victims and multiple
pellets in the face and neck of the
other victim.
Wolter was arrested at approximately 10 a.m. Saturday
morning after police obtained a
search warrant for his residence
and recovered the shotgun police
believe was used in the shooting,
according to Walski.
No charges have been filed
against Wolter yet and the
Winona Police Department is still
investigating the incident.

Winona couple asks students for adoption help Commencement
speaker search
narrowed to five
By MAGGIE McCALLUM
Co-News Editor

" We are hoping you can help us
make our dream of parenthood come
true."

For many couples the miracle of
having a child is just a dream, but with
the help of others that dream can come
true.
Larry and Julie Krauss, residents of
Winona, have been married seven years
and are childless. They are hoping that
someone will help them with their
dream of having a child. They are taking huge steps to find this person.
The Krauss's are going through and
Independent Adoption Resource Center (IARC) to find a birth mother for
their child. After three years of infertility treatments the couple found the
IARC in Minneapolis and went to them
for help.
" We wanted to go to an independent agency because we get to pick the
mother of our child, and she can pick
the parents she wants." said Larry. " In
an agency situation the child may be in
foster care for up to a year, we want the
baby home with us."
80 other couples are using the IARC
as well. The center has a book with
letters, written by the prospective par-

ents to t he birth mother, explaining what
environment they will provide for the
child.
" We would like to welcome your
child into our lives with open arms and
warm hearts . We have a lot of love to
share with that specialchild." states the
Krauss's letter.
The Krauss's have been looking for
the past year for a child. They express
interest in college students who maybe
pregnant. They hope maybe someone
on the WSU campus can help them end
their search.
" College students tend to give their
babies away because it's in their best
interest at that point and time." said
Larry. " High school students tend to
want to keep their babies."
The Krauss's are willing to accept
anyone willing to give up their child.
They hope to have a Caucasian baby or
even one with a mixed ethnic background.
" We aren't prejudice , we are looking for the child's best interests. Living
in the community we are in it would be
hard for a black child." said Larry.
Through independent adoption the
couple will pay for all medical expenses
during the pregnancy as well as any out
pocket expenses. They also take care of
any and all legal fee's that arise through

the adoption process.
If the birth mother does not have a
place to live the IARC in Minneapolis
does have housing for the mother during the pregnancy.
The Krauss's do want the child to By MEG RYAN
News Reporter
have contact with the birth mother.
" I guess we will decide when the
The list of candidates for commencement speakers for
birth mother meets us, it sounds weird
but if we don't get along then she prob- the 1995 WSU graduation ceremonies has been narrowed
ably won't give us her baby either." to five finalists. By Friday, the two speakers for the May
ceremony will be chosen.
said Larry.
The five finalists, selected from a field of 13 semifinalThe Krauss's do not have legal power
ists,
are Roschelle Christiansen, Lori Edwards, Melanie
to restrict the birth mother from any
activities while she is pregnant. Though Neumann-Schultz, Bret Reynolds, and Clare Uthke. On
her actions do play a major role in their Monday, each finalist gave a 10-minute speech to the
Student Senate Academic Affairs Committee. Today the
decision.
" If the birth mother is out boozing it committee will present the final two speakers to the
up and smoking pot then we probably Student Senate and they will then look to President
will give up the child, it's sad to say." Darrell Krueger for the final approval.
"I wanted to deliver a motivating speech to people
said Larry.
The Krauss's both are ready to take who are more than just an audience," Christiansen, a
any steps necessary to gain this child. It communication studies major, said. 'They're the friends
has been exactly a year since they have and family and faculty who have been a major part of my
started ther search for a ch ild . The cou ple life for the past 4 years. I wanted to give them something
feels that they aren't a walking bill- back. It would be a great honor."
Uthke, a public relations major, cites loyalty to WSU
board but they will take whatever steps
and love of public speaking as her motivation for audiare necessary to find a child.
"We would like to raise your child tioning. "I feel that public speaking is one of the best
to value the importance of honesty, things I do," Uthke said. "It's a way I can pay back the
repect,trust and family. We would very University for what it's given to me. Being selected
much like to be a part of your child's
future."
See Speaker, page 3
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News Briefs
Professor publishes third book
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SUMMER JOBS

Winona State University English professor Emilio
DeGrazia has recently published his third book, Seventeen
Grams of Soul. The book is described as " a collection of
short stories about people who are sad, sick, old, and
dying."
The book is available through the publisher, Lone Oak
Press of Rochester, Minn. The price is $9.95 plus $2 for
shipping and handling.
DeGrazia's other two works include Enemy Country
and Billy Brazil. They were published by New River Press
and met with much critical praise and acclaim.

FUN - CHALLENGING - REWARDING
Wisconsin Badger Camp in
Prairie du Chien, WI,
a camp for individuals with
developmental challenges, has
Counselor, Head Cook, Kitchen Staff,
Activity Director, and Lifeguard positions
available.

Nursery school enrolling
The Winona State University is currently enrolling for
the 1995-96 school year. The nursery school has two
sessions, both meet from 9-11. The first session meets
Monday Wednesday, and Friday, and then the other meets
Tuesday Thursday.
Children must be three years old by Sept. 1 1995, to
attend. The nursery school is accredited by the National
Academy of Early Childhood Programs.
For more information call 457-5368.

Dates of employment are from
June 3, thru August 19, 1995
and include salary plus room and board.

Honor Band comes to WSU
The Winona State University Music department
hosted the 17th annual High School Honor band performance this past weekend.
Dr. Lee Mendyk, WSU band director initiated the
event in 1979 and has organized it every year since. This
year the band was comprised of 80 students representing 23
schools in Minnesota and Wisconsin.
The program also included a performance by the WSU
Symphonic Wind Ensemble.

Job Fair '95 a Big Success
For those who claim that a four year degree is not the
key to finding a good job they should have visited the 1995
Job Fair on Feb. 5 at the Minneapolis Convention Center.
All 130 booths were filled with employers and many had
been put on a waiting list.
The fair was the largest consortium job fair in Minnesota and it attracted recruiters from small businesses as well
as Fortune 500 companies.
Approximately 175 WSU students attended the job
fair .

Minnesota State University News
Mankato battles Meningitis
An outbreak of a highly contagious and almost fatal
disease of bacterial meningitis has been raising much
concern on the Mankato State University
campus.
The MSU health department has
Mankato
been monitoring students that come to
STATE UNIVERSITY
health services to catch any symptoms and
rush vaccination to the university if the disease is found on
campus. Over 4000 high school students have been vaccinated.

Course fee unfair at SCSU
Students who took karate at St. Cloud State University
are finding extra fees that they don't want.
The two credit physical education
course has an extra $65 charge. The fee
was explained to students to be the instructor's salary and two months worth of
St. Cloud
STATE UNIVERSITY
free karate lessons at the instructor's
studio.
Due to budgetary problems many other instructors at
SCSU are paid by added course fees. Students are finding
this unfair as the university should have a better means of
payment.

n
.

Moorhead charging computer fees
Moorhead State University is joining the rest of the
MSUSA system by charging a flat fee for computer usage
on campus.
The MSU student Senate has agreed
to the charge as long as additional staff is
MOOR EH EA D
added to the computer facilities and
STATE UNIVERSITY
improvements are made. The fee would
be the same as at many of the other
Minnesota State University's.

A representative will be in the Lower Hyphen Feb. 16
from 9:30-3:30 to conduct interviews
or call 608-348-9689 for more information.

The Winonan
is looking for
both a
Music Critic

Specials on Pitchers at
CG's Sports Bar!

and an
Antagonist
Columnist

/1111111(
TMI
Stop in and
fill out an application!
The Winonan, Winona State University's first student newspaper established in
1922, is managed, funded, and operated by, and for the students of Winona State
University. The Winonan generates 65 percent of its budget through advertising sales
The remaining 35 percent is provided through student activity fees.
Subscriptions for persons outside of the university are available from the business
manager. Address all correspondence: The Winonan, Winona State University,
Kryszko Commons, Winona 55987, ph. (507) 457-5520.
The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper by the
Minnesota Better Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism for both
individual achievement and as a whole. The Winonan is copyrighted and may not be
reproduced without permission.
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Student directory angers some students
By ANGIE HAAS
News Reporter
Winona State University students are
questioning the publishing of personal
information in the 1995 student directories put out by student senate.
The questions have risen because students do not feel they were properly
informed on the printing of the directory
and whether they wanted their personal
information printed. The directory has
studentspermanent phonenumbersand
addressespublishedas wellastheir school
address and telephone number.
During a student senate meeting on
Feb. 1 a Faith Oberlander, a resident
assistant from Lourdes Hall explained to
Student Senate that her residents were
upset because of the distribution of the
student directories. Students felt that
they were not properly informed on the
publishing of what is considered personal information.
" We really weren't expecting any
problems." said student senate treasurer
Jessica Hoffman.
There are a few students in the residential halls who are not happy with the
newly publicized student directories.
Amy Rouilard an elementary education major and Lori Peters a psychology

majoraretwostudents whoarenot pleased
with the student directories. "At freshman
orientation they should explain this fact
more and be more specific in what the
block means," said Rouilard
Students had the opportunity, when
they were at freshmen orientation to have
a block put on their student records. If a
block was not put on the information then,
the information is considered public.
" We feel bad for any inconvenience
and we are sorry ." said Hoffman. " We feel
we went through all the proper channels
and that we didn't do anything wrong."
At the student senate meeting senate
claimed to have made students aware of
the student directory coming out and at
the winter quarter pre-registration, and at
that time students had the opportunity to
decide ifthey wanted their narneand number in the student directories or not .
"Being at registration I was so frazzled
after standing in line, you're in there to get
your dasses, your not noticing other thi ngs
going on around you," said Rouillard
According to Rouillard she was not even
aware of the student directory coming out.
Peters, main concen I with the directory
is that people may get a hold of her personal information that she doesn't want
people to have. "I get enough harassing
calls I don't need any that would promote

more," said Peters.
According to Peters, the residential
halls are not allowed to give student
inforrnationoutunlessthepersonknows
the first name and last name of the
person, or knows the first name and the
mom number of that person.
Senate explained that the residence
hall privacy act did not block out the
students information in the registrar's
office. The information is available there
unless students have their name blocked
in the registrar's office as well.
At the student senate meeting senate
explained that the directories are just like
phone books and that information is
public information. Many other major
universities have the same type of directory published every year without any
problems.
" I think since we haven't published
the directory for a few years it came as
kind of a surprise." said Hoffman. "Students need to understand the data privacy act, if you are in the dorms and they
don't give out your number people can
still get it."
Next year senate plans to work with
the Inter Residence Hall Council to prevent further misunderstandings and
problems.

r
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HOW TO HANG ON TO YOUR DOUGH.
(WITHOUT CRAMPING YOUR STYLE)

Separate "needs" from "wants."
Hint: A bed is a need. A Mr. Microphone
is a want.

Fired
Continued from page 1
advertising manager and board
member Debbie Vogt. "The issue
was not about enrollment, but
about him being gone."
The publishing board voted to
terminate Scott on the basis of his
week-long absence. The vote was
six for the termination and one
abstention. Student Activities Director Joe Reed abstained because
he was not a voting member of
the board and was only sitting in
for Charlie Zane, the financial ad-

visor of the Winonan.
"I think it was fair," said Sean
Rahn, board member and student
senate president. "If I were to leave
for a week without telling anyone
I would probably be up for impeachment."
Scott responded to the decision
with respect but disagreed with it.
Cindy Killion, a member of the
publishing board, nominated
Boehler to the position of interim
managing editor for the rest of the
year. The vote passed unanimously.

"Although I was pretty much
sure that I would be the replacement," said Boehler, "I was surprised at the whole process and
glad Cindy Killion nominated
me."
Boehler stepped in as managing editor during Scott's absence
and expects some changes as the
interim managing editor.
"First and foremost we will
meet deadline," said Boehler. "At
the same time we'll meet the highest standard quality for our newspaper."

graduate anyway, and most programs
require at least a 2.5. Otherwise, we
made it open to almost anyone who
wanted to turn in an application."
Palumbo said there was some debate concerning what to do about this
year's new policy of two ceremonies.
The committee decided to let the two
final speakers choose which ceremony
each will speak at.
"We will leave it up to the speakers
to figure it out," Palumbo said. "Ideally, each speaker would relate directly to the students they will be

speaking to, but we decided to simply take the two best overall speakers."
The finalists seemed to be content
with how auditions were run.
"I'm really happy with the selection process, how they didn't restrict
liberal arts majors from speaking at
both ceremonies," Uthke said. 'The
way they handled try-outs was really great."

would mean everything to me. It
would be the perfect topping to my
r college career-like icing on the cake."
According to Nic Palumbo of the
Student Senate Academic Affairs
Committee, a graduation speaker applicant had to be a graduating senior
with a GPA of 2.5.
"We want to have a speaker who
represents the majority of good students at WSU," Palumbo said. "The
way we look at it, you need a 2.5 to

Only $1,274. Or about $25. a month.'

Macintosh Performae 636
4MB RAM/250MB hard drive, 14" color
display, keyboard, mouse and all the
software you're likely to need.

Split the bill but only pay your share.
Why put in for someone else's swordfish
if all you got was soup?

OD

Set aside money for emergencies.
Unless you'd rather call your parents
for it instead.
Keep your eye on your wallet.
Have a Citibank Classic card in case you
lose it.The Lost Wallets' Service can get you
emergency cash, a new card, usually within
24 hours, and help replacing vital documents.
"Based on available cash line,

Speaker
Continued from page 1
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WE'RE LOOKING OUT FOR YOU. To apply, call I -800-CITIBANK.
L

Before you make a single payment,
you'll have read a zillion pages
for 4 different classes, another
Super Bowl will have passed with
commercials better than the
game and you'll be making your
quarterly visit to the Laundromat.

Only $2, 098. Or about $41. a month.'
BUY AN APPLE MACINTOSH NOW. PAY FOR IT LATER.*

We're not just making it easier for you to buy a Macintosh; were making it easier
for you to buy something else you really need — time. Because for a limited
time, with the Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan, you can
own a Macintosh personal computer, printer, CD-ROM drive or other periph-

,/,',777/7,"W

Power Macintosh' 6100/66 w/CD
8MB RAM/350MB hard drive, CD-ROM drive,
color display, keyboard and mouse.

erals without making a single payment for 90 days: Combine that with no hassles,
no complicated forms and already great student pricing, and the easy-to-use
Macintosh is now incredibly easy to buy. The Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day
Deferred Payment Plan. The solution that gives you the
power every student needs. The power to be your best;

Apple ge

Winona State University Computer Store
Somsen Hall •Room 207-H • 457-5645
1. Deferred Apple Computer Loan offer expires February 17, /995. No payment of interest or principal will be revuired for 90 days. (Some revellers may require a deposit to bold merchandise while loan is being approved) Interest accruing during Ibis 90,4ry period will be ridded to principal, and the
principal amount, as so increased, will /hereafter bear interest which will be included in the repayment schaluk. 'Monthly payment is an estimate based on the following information: For the Itrforrnd 636 system shown here, a purchase price of $1,356.81, which includes 65% mtles tar; inchiding loan
fees, the total loan amount is $1,435.78, which results in a numthty payment obligation of $25. For the P01117 Maa'nlosli 6100/66 w/CD system shown bere, a purchase price of $2,23437, which includes 65% sales tar; including loan fees, the total loan amount is $2,36441, which results in a monthly
payment obligation of P11. Computer systemprices, loan amounts and sales tares may vary. See your authorized Apple Campus Re seller or representative for current system prices., loan and tar amounts. tarns are fora minimum of $1,000 to a maximum of $10,000. The may
lakeout more Man one
m lake
loan, but the total of all loans cannot exceed $10,000 annually. A 55% kan origination fee will be added to the requested loan amount The interest rale is variable, based on the commercial paper rate plus 535% For the month of November, 1994, the interest rate was 10.85% with an Annual
Percentage flak of 12.10%. 8-year loan term wilt no prepayment penally. 7be monthly payment and the Annual Percentage Rale shown amore the 90-day deferment of principxd and interest descnbed above and no other deferment of principal or intenst gluier& may defer principal payments up to 4
years, or until graduation. Deferment will change your monthly payments. The Apple Computer Loan is subject to credit approval. Apple Computer Loan and 90-Day Deferred Payment Plan offers available only to qualifting situ/erns, faculty and staff Offers mailable only from . yY>le or an
aulborkedAmOle Campus ReseUer or npresentalive ©1994 Apple Computer, Inc Al! rights reserved Apple, tbe Apple logo, Macintosh, Perform and 'The power to beyour best" are registered trademarks °Apple Computer, Inc 4pp/the:sign and Ante r Macintosh are trarkmanb. of:Vpk Compukr,
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Give smokers some rights
No Smoking.
It's typical '90's. The politically correct thing to do.
It's the firefighter replacing the fireman. It's the woman
wearing the pants in the family.
No smoking.
Going stride for stride with up-to-the-minute health
kicks, Winona State University recently eliminated
smoking from Somsen Hall. Now the only building
where smoking is allowed is Kryzsko Commons, and
that too will soon be smoke free.
WSU has gone a bit too far in keeping Joe Camel
away from campus.
At last check, smoking cigarettes was legal. Fine,
make some rooms smoke free. But all of them? Marlboro
Man's rights, in a way, have been fringed upon.
On our campus, where does one go to have a cigarette in February in between six hours of classes? If we
see the installation of more bathrooms on campus,
we'll definitely know the answer.
Cigarettes might be a poor excuse for a tension
breaker or stress reliever, but when a student is study-

ing for exams and can not have one little cigarette because
it is illegal to smoke in every nook and cranny of this
university, there is something wrong.
Students aren't the only ones affected. There are faculty and other workers who work eight hours a day and
can't even light up in their own office.
But people here adjust. And dress warmer. It is
entertaining to see the ice sculptures outside of Minne
smoking away in sub-zero temperatures, allbeit their lips
blue and frozen to the butt of the cigarette.
They unite together, using body heat to stay warm to
get the satisfaction of that one cigarette. But maybe some
day this camaraderie will also be put out like one of the 200
butts in the ashtrays outside of buildings here.
It is illegal to smoke in Maxwell Field. It is an outdoor
stadium, but yet some people feel a smoker sitting next to
them is hazardous.
This being the case, there might be a time when smoking on campus—even outside—will be eliminated.
If ads for security guards with that eye for sneaky
smokers appears, we'll know the answer.

U-PAC deserves a chance
A case of Corona, a case of Heineken, and a case
of Amstel light beer are just a minor portion of the
requests that the band Cheap Trick included in its
contract when it came to Winona State University last
year, a dry campus.
The University Programming Activities Committee (U-PAC) has had to deal with several contracts
of this sort when trying to find a band for 1995.
While students continue to complain about UPAC and the lack of a band, there are many things that
should be understood before the mouth is opened and
a complaint spews out.
The process for getting a band is easier said than
done. The first thing that must be considered is that
there are only two days in the entire school year that
can be used for a band.
McCown gym has men's basketball, women's basketball, baseball and softball practices and many other
activities that reserve the gym . Naturally the athletic
activities have priority over a concert in an athletic
facility.
Another common phrase heard muttered on the
WSU campus is, "Why don't they get the band for
Springfest ?" The answer is simple, WSU does not have
an outdoor facility resembling Poplar Creek in Chicago or the Marcus Amphitheater in Milwaukee.
If U-PAC were to host a big-named band in the
Lake Park pavilion, it would cost more to set up a
waterproof sound stage than it would to pay the band.
The other problem would be the Springfest jinx. Look-

ing to the past two years there has been a jinx on the
weather. If it were to rain the band would not play but
would still be paid. Why pay a band around $20,000 not to
play?
Springfest is considered a free university event. If a
big-named band were to come to Springfest, tickets would
have to be sold. How many students would buy a ticket if
they could sit outside the fence and enjoy the music just the
same without paying?
U-PAC has currently made bids on several alternative bands, including the Indigo Girls, Violent Femmes,
Big Head Todd and the Monsters, and the Blues Travelers.
All of these bands have been prospects but are not in the
area on the dates the gym is available. Currently U-PAC
has sent out a bid for Hootie and the Blowfish and they are
waiting for a response.
Once a response comes, the Blowfish still have a
contract to negotiate which may include anything from a
case of Jack Daniels to a bag of Green M&Ms.
U-PAC has come to the decision that if it does't get
a band lined up before spring break, they will not have a
band. U-PAC will have a comedian come instead. The
comedian would be in the ranks of the ever popular Adam
Sandler, who was a big hit both on the stage and downtown in 1992.
The moral of this story is simple, the mouth shouldn't
open until it knows of what it is speaking about. U-PAC is
working hard to get a band between bids, negotiations,
and various other concerns. There is only so much a small
university organization can do.

UNFUNDED MANDATES

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Korder's column Contest tarnished On-line tax filings
Dear Editor:
Dear Editor:
Dean Korder's Feb. 8 column, "Vagina Rejectus," was too provocative to
read without response.
For the record, I consider myself a
' moderate. If I err, it is in the interest of
harmony between the sexes.
The lack of understanding between
men and women is our legacy from the
Garden of Eden. When God took the
feminine qualities out of Adam and
constructed Eve, the separation of male
and female set the stage for aeons of
misunderstanding between men and
women.
In spite of the separation of gender,
Eve enjoyed co-equal rulership with
Adam for a time until she allowed the
serpent to beguile her.
Since the eviction from Eden,
women's position has steadily eroded
through men's mismanagement of
power and their lack of revelation of
women's value as fellow human beings.
Women became property, ciphers
until the mid-19th century when the
social climate of western civilization
favored reform. We women are humans desperate to regain our corulership status and are making a lot
of mistakes along the way.
While it seems like women want
too much too soon, can you really think
so when comparing our present
struggle to women's status since time
immemorial?
Sometimes a social movement must
swing out as far as its pendulum allows before it comes back to perfect
center. I don't defend women that use
men.
Such behavior is not worthy of anyone, male or female. When we are
wrong, we must negotiate for peace.
All of us must keep striving for
perfect oneness, whether sexual, social, emotional, intellectual or spiritual.
I totally agree with Korder's statement that solutions must come from
all of us together.
If we as human beings do all we can
to respect each other, while we, as
Korder said "acknowledge our differences," then neither men nor women
have to fear each other; we have true
social intercourse.
Lenore Johnson
Junior

I participated in this year's Mr. WSU
pageant and am not proud to say so.
Preparing with the organizers and
other contestants was enjoyable and
the event promised to be good fun for
all—spectators and participants alike.
Unfortunately, the affair was disgracefully tarnished.
Over all, I found the experience to
be degrading. Considering the nature
of the competition, I expected much
attention to be on the male physique;
but the show was ultimately disrespectful to women.
The inappropriate and excessive
focus on sex and the blatant objectification of women exhibited at this event,
particularly by one of the emcees,
"Dirt," were beyond redress.
During the interview portion of the
competition, 'Dirt" (Chris Malek's nickname), who had much personal freedom in selecting the questions, asked
one contestant: 'Which half ofa woman
do you like better, the top half or the
bottom half?"
Throughout the interviews, the contestants were led and probed for distasteful sexual innuendos. Even
homophobia manifested itself during
the discourse.
I do not mean to imply that Malek
was the sole actor. Other participants,
and even audience members, contributed to the degradation of both women
and men.
I am pleased that the pageant was
well attended. The proceeds were
donated to the Winona Volunteer Services, and participation in extracurricular activity was encouraged.
It was unfortunate, however, that
such disrespect was evident. The affair could have facilitated a broader
student cohesion and school pride had
it not alienated women and homosexuals.
The nature of this event requires a
light-hearted approach for both participants and observers, however, this
approach should not be equated with
disregard for basic dignity.
The pageant could easily have been
done in a much more respectful manner, while still preserving, if not enhancing, its comedic quality.
In closing, I must admit that I am
not innocent. I participated in the entirety of the event, thereby effectively
condoning the degradation.
I wish I had the presence of mind, at
that time, to realize what was occurring and speak against it.
Bret Reynolds
Mr. WSU 1995 Contestant

Dear Editor:
Personal computer users may find
it easier this year to do their taxes.
The Internal Revenue Service has
announced new opportunities for online filing of tax returns as well as for
retrieving federal tax forms and publications on a personal computer.
CompuServe is offering electronic
filing to its subscribers now, and
America Online (AOL) expects to offer
it later this month.
Subscribers should check with their
on-line service about tax preparation
software and transmission fees.
To file on-line, a person first transmits a completed return file to an online service, which converts the file
from the tax preparation software's
format to the format meeting IRS specifications for electronic filing.
The on-line service then transmits
the return file to the IRS. The agency
will notify the taxpayer through the
on-line service whether the return is
accepted or, if not, which items the
taxpayer must correct.
After the IRS accepts the return, the
taxpayer must mail directly to the IRS,
along with any W-2 forms, a signed
Form 8453-0L. This one-page signature document can be downloaded
from the on-line service.
Each on-line subscriber may transmit up to three income tax returns. For
example, a married couple could transmit their joint return and returns for
two of their children.
Electronic filing offers greatly-increased accuracy, acknowledgement
that IRS accepts the return, and the
convenience and security of having a
refund deposited directly into a
person's bank account.
Last year, the IRS tested on-line
electronic filing with CompuServe in
nine states, including Minnesota, and
about 300 people participated. This
year, the on-line test is nationwide and
has been expanded to 30,000 returns.
The IRS is also making hundreds of
its most widely-used forms, instructions and publications electronically.
Three on-line services—
CompuServe, AOL and GEnie—as well
as FedWorld, a government bulletin
board, now offer these items to professionals and individual taxpayers.
Subscribers can ask their on-line
service for details on accessing this IRS
information. The forms and publications are available in various file forms.
FedWorld is accessible directly by
modem at 703-321-8020. Once connected, a user should access the Internal Revenue Information System.
Dept. of the Treasury
IRS (District Office)
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Senators can agree sometimes
Congress upsetting to many

WASHINGTON
(AP)-Minnesota's senators do agree on
a few things.
For example, they've both voted
to express condolences to the Japanese earthquake victims. They've
even voted together on the first
two items in the Republicans
,agenda, the "Contract With
America."
"Amazing isn't it?" says Republican Sen. Rod Grams.
But if their voting records in
January are any indication, Grams
and Democrat Paul Wellstone will
disagree on virtually every con, troversial issue that comes before
the Senate.
Grams and Wellstone have opposed each other on 36 of the 40
votes that haven't been unanimous
or nearly so. And they have laid
out very different priorities that
reflect the widely divergent philosophies they bring to the Senate.
Wellstone, who faces re-election in 1996, attacks the GOP
agenda as "mean-spirited" and
vows to do everything he can to
stop it. He has taken to the floor
several times offering measures
that could derail GOP proposals
or at least force Republicans into
uncomfortable votes.
"I'm at the most peace with
myself and the most focused and
determined I've ever been. It's
clear to me what to do and how to
do it," Wellstone said.
"I'm not going to retreat from
what I believe in. People in Minnesota don't expect me to."
As for Grams, who was
elected to the Senate last year after
one term in the House, his priorities could not be more different.
Among his top goals: Pass a tax
cut for families with children and
a constitutional amendment to bal-

ance the budget _ two key items in
the Contract With America.
"I don't know you can get
more mean-spirited than you get
by putting your children in debt
year after year," Grams said.
Grams and Wellstone form
one of the oddest couples to represent a state in the Senate.
Norman Ornstein, a congressional analyst at the American
Enterprise Institute, compares
them to Democrat George
McGovern and Republican Karl
Mundt, a strong anti-Communist,
who represented South Dakota together in the 1960s.
The National Journal, an independent publication, rated
Grams in a group of the 23 most
conservative members of the
House last year. Wellstone ranked
as the third most liberal member
of the Senate.
"The question is will they be
able to reach out and accomplish
things legislatively?" said Rep.
Bruce Vento, D-Minn.
"I've seen difficulties with
both of them trying to find their
way to pass legislation, which is
not the same as getting elected,"
he said.
Grams is keeping a lower profile than Wellstone did during his
first month in office in 1991 when
he was a vocal opponent to the
Persian Gulf War.
But Grams has gone before
congressional committees to testify in favor of term limits for members of Congress and a $500-perchild tax credit for families. Grams
proposed the tax cut while in the
House.
Wellstone says that a tax cut,
coupled with the spending reductions necessary to balance the budget, would devastate the

government's social programs.
The message in the November election was not that Americans want to harm social programs
or cut taxes; they want better government, Wellstone said.
"People were clearing saying,
"Listen we think that part of government just hasn't worked for us.
It's too centralized, it's too bureaucratic, it's not on our side.' ... However, people were not saying, 'Take
food out of the mouths of hungry
children,"' Wellstone said.
Grams says Wellstone and
other Democrats are trying to stop
the Republican agenda by scaring
the public.
"They paint all these nightmares about what if a (balancedbudget amendment) passes,"
Grams said. "People have to ask
themselves what if it doesn't
pass?"
So what do Wellstone and
Grams have in common?
For starters, there are the two
bills they supported that grew out
of the Contract With America. One
would limit the programs that the
federal government can impose on
states without paying for them.
The other measure applies to Congress the laws that apply to the
private sector.
They also, of course, have
Minnesota in common. Wellstone
says he'll share his constituent
caseload with Grams and also work
with him to snare federal projects
for the state and to pass legislation
that would benefit farmers, such
as measures that promote ethanol
as a motor fuel.
So far, they've exchanged
little but pleasantries.
"When we've passed in the
hall we've smiled. That's about as
close as we've gotten," Grams said.

I'm not sure
I would like to
when it all bebegin today's colBy
gan. Perhaps it
umn in a slightly
RANDAL
was my tremendifferent matter
Mc DOWELL then usual, givdous hope that
Bill Clinton and
ing credit to a true
his administraliberal.
tion would fiRandal
nally address
McDowell is endthe much neing his day as an
glected needs of the underclass. Perhaps it was last antagonist for the Winonan, and deserves credit for his
November when Newt and the boys took control of years of work. Unknown to many people, Randal has been
Congress. Maybe it's just pure frustration, but my love, writing for the Winonan for many years, and he has done a
respect and pure devotion to politics has turned sour.
exemplary job. I will miss his antagonism.
I've simply tired of the win-lose, zero-sum analysis so
O.K. Back to work. President Clinton last week nomioften used by those in the political beltway.
nated Dr. Henry Foster to replace fired Surgeon General
Our boys and damn too few girls in Washington are Jocelyn Elders. This appointment by Clinton has proven
too busy pointing fingers in blame while the needs of this to be his worst selection for any office yet.
nation go unnoticed.
Dr. Henry Foster has proven to be so shady of a
America itself has emerged as a place where individu- character I would question his ability to administer health
als regard themselves almost exclusively as private per- to animals. The reason for such a austere statement about
sons with little responsibilities beyond family and job. a doctor many know little about is the doctor's statements
Meanwhile, they maintain almost endless rights against in front of the country which turned out to be nothing, lies.
a state that has become increasingly distant and where
The good doctor reported to the country that he never
citizens think of themselves as either watch dogs or performed abortions, yet when investigated it turns out he
clients or worse, as adversaries or victims of the state.
has performed anywhere from 39 to 500 abortions.
Our politicians have become afraid of the truth. For
Dr. Foster now says he did in fact perform 39 abortions
most, the truth is too hard to accept. For many it is but said he would rather be remembered for the 10,000
unseen. We, along ,with those we elect, are afraid to babies he successfully delivered. I don't think so!
confront the truth for undoubtedly we would be forced to
The worst is yet to come. Dr. Foster has also admitted
embrace our collective pain and conflicts.
to, after intense investigation, performing hysterectomies
We as a nation have simply forgotten our responsibili- on severely retarded women to sterilize them or eliminate
ties as citizens. We have forgotten that a collective their menstrual periods.
community engaging in participatory democracy unThis sounds like some sort of crazy experiment perknowingly forms a bond, not a wedge, with its neighbors. formed by a sick and demented Dr. Mengele of the third
An identification is then permitted that is compatible Reich.
with political liberty and ultimately we are united inThis appointment by Clinton is just one of many signs
stead of divided.
of what has happened in Washington since Clinton arSadly, however, we have become a nation where rived. With the "White Water" investigations heating up,
politics is something we watch from a distant rather that the congressional takeover by Republicans and baseball
something we actively engage in. We allow candidates to negotiations failing miserably Clinton must be wondering
spend $30 million to get elected while as a result, our why he ever sought election to begin with.
public airwaves become private, strapped by the deMy only question remaining is who are the Republimand and greed of money that only special interest and cans going to run in '96? Quayle has stepped out along
private corporations can afford: The result is far and with Kemp, leaving Grahm and Dole as the front runners.
away from what could be called a fair electoral process. Newt hasn't voiced any interest in the white house, and
Politicians have turned their backs on us and we on seems he is quite content to snipe at Clinton from the
them. Ultimately it is our responsibility to see to it that House. The Republicans promised to get the wrecking ball
racial bigotry and social injustice is addressed. Collec- out to accomplish the "contract with America" and I
tively we must, for if we continue down our current path believe the first signs of cracking in the white house have
we will collapse from within.
begun.

FORUM
How do you feel about being published in the student directory?

They should have asked first.
Phone numbers and addresses are a little too personal.

I don't think it is right, it
shouldn't be posted without
permission. It caused more
trouble than good.

I don't approve. I want to
know how much it cost me.

I think it is a good idea, its
handy if you need to find
some one's address.

It really doesn't bother me,
but the only people that really
need my address already
have it or can ask for it.

I know many are upset, but
being a resident assistant my
number is already published
so it doesn't bother me.

Sally Karjala
sophomore
nursing major

Terry Terpstra
junior
criminal justice

Heidi McConnell
junior
english writing

Tariqul Islam
junior
computer information systems

Holly Pronschinske
freshman
secondary education major

Martin Christenson
junior
secondary english major

Winona State University is handing out student directories to the camBy
pus.
The majority of students are thrilled
columnist &
to death that they can now call and
write to all of their friends and acquaintances with ease, however,
photographer
there are a few individuals completely
surprised by the spreading of such
private information.
The student services committee on student senate worked diligently fall
quarter to produce such a directory for the many requests brought forth from
students. The student services committee went through the Registrar's Office
in receiving all of the students' information to be put into the directory.
The Registrar's Office did not release the information of those on the Data
Privacy Act. The student services committee then began to put together the
directory to be available for students in mid-winter quarter.
The problem arose when it became known that some of the students in the
residence halls had requested data privacy within their particular residence
hall. They requested that their room number and phone number not be given
out, and the different halls kept track of such requests for them.
The problem is that the Registrar's Office knew nothing of these requests,
nor did the various halls know that the Registrar's Office was needed to officiate
such requests.
' The directory was somewhat advertised at pre-registration, however, it was
not made clear, and not all students pay attention to everything else going on
besides getting the classes they need.

KELLY DUBIS

JOSHUA SMITH

Therefore, no one was aware of such a problem until after the directories
were published and arrived on campus for distribution.
Once the problem was known, those individuals that were upset and
affected addressed members of senate in various ways. A few of the individuals went to the next senate meeting to address the organization that produced
the directories.
Some of the others informally complained to various senators, while some
actually phoned Harvey Miller, vice president of student senate, at home to
complain.
The student senate has publicly apologized for any miscommunications
and any inconveniences created by the publishing of the 1994-95 student
directory. It realizes that in theory it did not do anything wrong, it went
through the Registrar's Office.
However, i plans to improve the process for next year's directory. They will
be going through both the Registrar's Office and the Inter-Residence Hall
Council (IRHC), as well as have a table set up at pre-registration with
something students can sign in regard to the release of their private information. Once again, the senate would like to apologize for any inconvenience.
For those students that would not like their information publicized next
year, remember to go through the Registrar's Office. It has a simple form that
can be filled out in about one minute by simply filling out your name, the date,
your social security number, and signature. This will prevent any of your
information from being given out, such as:
-student name
-gender
-campus/permanent address
-campus/permanent phone

-residence status
-parental/guardian information
-dates of enrollment/graduation
-major/minor
-class/class schedule
Data privacy can be granted due to The Family Educational Rights and
Privacy Act of 1974, which says: "An educational agency or institution may
disclose personally identifiable information from the educational records of
a student who is in attendance at the institution or agency if that information
has been designated as directory information."
If you would like data privacy, you must fill out the form completely,
which states all of this information, and turn it into the Registrar's Office in
Somsen Hall 114. However, if you request data privacy, it will only remain
for that academic year (September through August). Therefore, you must fill
out this form every year you are in attendance at this university.
The only individuals that may see or use your information are Winona
State University employees, and that must always maintain the strictest
confidentiality. Remember, if you do not fill out the data privacy form, the
university can publish you in a directory, and the Student Affairs Office can
release on campus information over the phone.
If you have any suggestions for facilitating the directory process for the
1995-96 academic year, contact the student services committee or any member of the student senate. And for any questions regarding data privacy,
contact the Registrar's Office.
Remember, you control whether or not your personal information can be
released, but know your rights!
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Represenative Gene Pelowskl prepares to cut the birthday cake given
to him by the WSU student senate.
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"No money, no merger," rang through the capitol building as students chanted to get attention during a rally held In the rotunda of the capitol building on Student Lobby Day last Wednesday.
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Impressions from
the hypogeum
By any means
neccesary?
By DEAN KORDER
Columnist

I'm afraid. I sit and write this, and I'm afraid. My eyes dart
around the room, my hands get clammy, beads of sweat start
forming on my forehead, and my mouth becomes a ball of
cotton. I'm afraid, but what am I afraid of?
I'm afraid because I am late. I am writing my column on a
Tuesday morning. It's after deadline. My editor, if she were
here, would be giving me a little attitude. She'd be fretting and
worrying in a way only an editor can. She's busy. She doesn't
have time for people to be late. She has a paper to put out, and
when she gets that look in her eyes - look out.
I'm afraid because I've watched the way people have
reacted to the recent situation involving our late editor-inchief, Bryant Scott. I've watched the usually reasonable people
I work with turn into an angry mob. I've heard the comments.
I've heard the accusations. I've sat here and listened to the
wave of discontent as it rose from a clap to a thunder.
I've sat here and watched the staff of this "student run"
newspaper pull up its collective bootstraps and try to make
something good out of a bad situation, and I'm afraid.
I'm afraid because I feel there is no one left I can trust. No
one I can turn to, at least not around here. I mean, when will
they turn against me? Can I be sure they won't?
Bryant was our editor-in-chief. Bryant was our friend. But,
they turned on him. They distanced themselves from him as
soon as this "scandal" broke.
They said things under their breath, they signed papers that
said he should be fired, they had meetings to discuss his fate,
and they fired him as fast as they could. Could I be next?
You see, I'm afraid because I've caught a glimpse of the real
world in the recent events and I'm not sure I like it. In fact, I
know I don't.
The world is whacked. It's dog eat dog, every man for
himself, and every woman for herself. It's based on competition, and competition has its winners and its losers. You either
cut the mustard or you're out the door.
The world isn't like those sappy Disney movies. The ones
where friends are friends no matter what. The ones where
everything ends happily ever after.
No, the world is a cold, hard place where only the strong
survive and the weak are left to pick up the pieces.
Bryant has been left to pick up the pieces because we have
deemed him weak. Everything he put into this paper meant
nothing when it came down to his mistakes. He found out how
cold and hard the world can be. How will that look on his
resume?
I really only knew Bryant on a professional level, but I feel
confident when I say that Bryant is my friend. I'm not his
"best" friend, we never went out together, we never socialized,
but we saw each other out from time to time and we talked.
We'd discuss politics, social issues, and jazz. He'd ask me
questions from time to time, and I'd ask him things. We'd talk
during the many hours we'd spend together in the offices of
the Winonan.
I liked him, got to know him, and learned to respect him.
We didn't always see eye to eye, but I didn't hate him for it.
In fact, I don't know a lot about him personally, but he was
there when I needed him and that's all that matters to me.
You see, last year about this same time, I went through a
personal crisis. My world was falling apart and I lost it. I mean,
I really lost it. I found myself alone, ashamed, and empty. I
didn't think anything would ever be right again. But, my
friends at the "" helped me through. People like Jess, Bob,
Brian, Randall, and Bryant.
They were not close friends, but they made me see the good
in a world of hurt. They spread sunshine where there once
were clouds and they helped me overcome the problems I was
having. They were the ears, eyes, and shoulders which I
depended upon in a time of need, and I've never forgotten
them for that. Never.
That is why it is so hard for me to accept Bryant's fate.
Some people would call me sentimental, some would call
me a romantic, and some would call me a clown (that's another
story) because I don't see the world in black and white, but in
shades of gray.
I have found that there are things in this world that do
matter—things like love, kindness, tenderness, passion, and
forgiveness. I have found that there is more to life than cars,
clothes, and money.
You see, I live in a world where people matter. They're not
disposable, they're not to be forgotten, they're real, they're
alive, they're human.
Maybe it's my age. Maybe it's my life experience, but
something has helped me find the things that really seem to
matter in this world, and I didn't learn these things in college.
College is as full of politics and politicians as the real world.
Some play the game better than others, and some simply
refuse to play the game.
For those that refuse to play the game, the going is rough.
For those that play the system for all it's worth, for those that
take their chances as they may, for those that speak their minds
without fearing the consequences, things are just as rough.
Bryant was one of these people.
Maybe Bryant made some mistakes. Maybe he didn't do all
that was expected of him. Maybe he was just being human and
was a little afraid to face his fears. I don't know.
I don't know all the answers. I know I'd like to talk to him.
I know I'd like to let him know that I'll be here if he needs me.
I know I want him to know that everyone didn't turn against
him.
I know I want to tell him that I still care about him. I know
I'd like to hear about how he's feeling, about what went wrong,
and about the choices he made.
I know I don't like the way a lot of his peers talked about
him and treated him. I know I still need him as a friend. I know
I'll miss him around here, and for that I'm afraid.
I'm afraid that the rest of the staff will feel that I am being
judgmental. I'm afraid that they'll feel that I am speaking out
against them when I speak out for Bryant.
I'm afraid they won't understand why I feel the need to say
what I am saying. I'm afraid they may ostracize me from their
group, and I need them. I need them as much as I need Bryant.
I need their support, their friendship, and their forgiveness
when I'm late or when I make mistakes. I want them to realize
that it is easy to like someone when they do things are right, but
a friend is someone who likes you even when you do things
wrong.
I'm afraid because I feel we should have stood up for our
friend.
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Zellar:
addies to Da

he had with the Gear Daddies.
It's nowl0 minutes before the show
and I go upstairs so the guys can be
By DAVE
alone. The house is packed with a mix
Music Critic
of old fans, drunken regulars, and
curious students that were told they
It's 30 minutes before another show should really come.
Tonight Martin is going to try to
for Martin Zellar. Nothing new except
steer clear of the old Gear Daddies songs
that this time, he's solo.
Tonight he's in Winona, the next and covers for the most part he told
day is in Grand Forks, N.D., someone me. This is him, Martin Zellar solo and
says. The day before, maybe it was he's gonna do his own thing.
Martin and the band take to the
Mankato or Rochester, depending on
stage and rip through the new music
who's talking.
We're in the basement of Rascal's without a hitch. The crowd and Zellar
sitting around a bar made out of beat- seem to be having as much fun as ever
up lumber. Zellar is talking with a and for those keen enough to notice,
female fan, humoring her with auto- Zellar, a few years older and mature,
graphs and pictures while the rest of is beginning to come into his own.
Even the fact that former Gear Dadus--the band, the roadies, Ken the
sound man, and myself—talk about the dies Bass player Nick Ciola who has
sound systems at other bars and Twin played with Zellar since ninth grade,
is with the band, there's no question
Cities musicians.
Martin comes back to join in the who the people have come to see.
After the show, I meet up with
conversation and I stand up to give
Zellar again, or actually he meets up
him his chair back.
"No that's all right. Relax, I'm fine." with me and asks me to come on stage
So Zellar stands, a pile of old bar stools to talk. There's 100 people trying to
and God knows what else fills the cor- talk with him at once, most of whom
he doesn't know.
ner behind him.
"Do you know Jim so and so from
Martin sips on a medicinal tea. "I
was on tour with Bob Mould when I Austin? You used to play with him,"
discovered the stuff. Bob always drank someone asks from the floor.
"I know a Tim," Zellar responds,
it to soothe the throat."
I think to myself that his tour with "But not a Jim." The people think Zellar
Mould must seem a million miles away is wrong and walk away less than
from where he is now, and I wonder if satisfied. Still other people are shoutZellar ever fears not attaining the fame ing out questions to Zellar and I offer
to catch up with him later.
"No, stay--you're about the only
one in here sober enough to talk with."
We talked about the new album
and music, but really Zellar seemed
to want to talk about his life, his wife,
and especially his little boy Wilson
named after Zellar's favorite singer
Wilson Picket.
'That was cool becuase I also realized it was my dad's middle name,"
Zellar added.
Everything started with the
breakup of the Gear Daddies. "We had
just completed our contract with
Polygram and figured it would take
about another two and a half years to
get another one, that's a long time,"
Zellar said.

Above, Martin Zellar play's guitar In this publicity shot for his new
album "Born Under." Left, Zellar jokes around with former Gear Daddy
and current bassist Nick Ciola in Rascal's basement.

"I was just married, Billy wanted to Daddy.
"For two years, Wilson was my
go back to school and a lot of other
things were going on. It was just the life. I'd spend all my time with him.
He was my best friend."
right time to end the Gear Daddies."
Wilson, his son, is obviously the
The band left on good terms and
light in Z,ellar's life. Whenever Martin
continues to see each other.
"In fact, Billy works in a CO-OP talked about him, his eyes would light
right across from Nerve Center (his up.
management company) so I see him a
"He's so intelligent," Zellar added.
lot. I go in eat lunch and just talk."
"Since all he ever heard really was
A little over a month ago the Gear adults talking, he now talks like an
Daddies reunited for a one time show adult and he's only 2. Just the other
at First Avenue.
day I was leaving one night to go to
"It wasn't the same, I mean we didn't practice, my wife was asleep and Wilmake any mistakes, but we all just son asks where I was going and told
looked at each other on stage like 'what me to leave mom a note. It's wild."
are we doing?' I was happy we weren't
Martin's son plays with Dan
getting paid, it was almost like faking Murphy's (of Soul Asylum) son a lot.
it. I mean so much of our band was the "They'll be playing with MTV on in
live shows, and well it just wasn't the the background, Wilson will see Dan
same. That's (The Gear Daddies) in the in a Soul Asylum video and say look,
past."
and Dan's son is just like oh well. They
I asked if they would ever reunite think everyone's dad is on MTV."
again. "Definitley not," Zellar reNow that Martin is touring in supsponded.
port of the new album "Born Under,"
With the band over, and a new wife being away from Wilson is one of the
and child, Zellar went from Daddies to hardest things.

See 'Zellar' page 9

Mr. WSU not a typical beauty pageant
By NATALIE LARSON
Variety Reporter

Instead of the traditional swimsuits and evening gowns, there were
boxer shorts and semi-formal wear at
the annual Mr. WSU contest, Tuesday,
Feb. 7th, in Somsen Auditorium.
The scene was perfectly set for the
competition, which held the theme,
"Totally 80's." Posters of Bon Jovi,
Michael Jackson, Motley Crue and 'The
Fridge," covered the walls, while tunes
from, Tiffany, George Michael, and other
popular 80s groups, came from the
speakers.
Thirteen contestants competed for
the crown, but Pete Olson, a junior
social studies education major prevailed in the end. Olson was sponsored by Student Senate.
"I'm overwhelmed with joy at this
moment. This is an honor I've dreamed
about since the day I enrolled at WSU,
" explained Olson in between getting
his picture taken and accepting congratulatory wishes.
The events of the evening ranged
from a group dance done to the Michael
Jackson hit, "Beat It," a boxer short
competition, talent competition, semiformal wear and a preliminary interview.
The evening was emceed by Laura
"Lola" Hanson and Chris 'Dirt" Malek.
Both were dressed in 'Totally 80's"
wear, from tight rolled jeans, collars
up, numerous shiny bracelets, ribbon
barrettes and bandanas.
Each event let the contestants show
their uniqueness and creativity. The
boxer short competition seemed to be
a favorite for both the audience and
the contestants.
Brent Buresh, who was sponsored
by Alpha Lambda Delta, said,"The
boxer competition was fun, its great
hearing a whole bunch of girls yell at
you in your underwear."
Jeff "Grizzly" Kobernusz, who was
sponsored by The Quad, felt that, "The
boxer part wasn't that nerve racking."
He liked the fact that he didn't have
to answer any questions during this
part of the contest.
Both Buresh and Kobernusz, along

Tom Loucks/Photo Editor

Bill Fisher participates In the boxer short portion of the Mr. WSU competition on Tuesday night in Somsen.

with many of the other contestants, let
their true personalities show during
this event. Buresh let everyone know
of his love for baseball, by wearing
baseball boxers, and carrying a bat.
Kobernusz, went with the cowboy
look, wearing boots and a hat along
with his boxers.
The talent competition enabled the
contestants to show the audience what
they could do. Talents ranged from lip

syncing, acting, reciting poems, piano
skits, playing the guitar and telling
stories.
During the semi-formal wear event,
each contestant appeared in their own
style of semi-formal wear and answered a question for the preliminary
interview.
At this point the top three contestants were announced and asked questions for the final interview. The 2nd

runner up was Jason Rahnman, sponsored by Phi Theta Chi, and the 1st
runner up was Marcus McGee, sponsored by the Black Cultural Awareness Association.
Contestants feelings about the
evening varied greatly. Kobernusz
said, "Oh yes, I'll do it again. Before I

See Mr. WSU, page 9
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Martin Zellar, no more 'gear jamming' Just for the health of it
'Born Under' reflects an older, maybe wiser small town boy made good
Meningitis answers
By DAVID HRUBY
Musk Critic

Martin Zellar—no one can say so much by saying so little, quite the way he
does.
Like an old friend that can communicate more with a look than an entire
letter, Zellar talks to us about life, its struggles, and disappointments in a
simple down to earth way.
He doesn't try to be anything he's not. Never ashamed of his small town
roots he'll tell it like he sees it. Really what Zellar is, is not a song writer but
a storyteller.
His new album "Born Under" is more a collection of short stories and slices
from rural life than anything else. It allows us to look in the windows of
peoples' houses to hear their fights, listen to their fears, and see their tears.
The songs, somewhat autobiographical, hit home with all of us and maybe
help teach us a few lessons. Be it the disturbingly honest 'Problem Solved,"
where Zellar sings, "She is the one who's always sorry, she is the one who's
always wrong. She always felt that she was weak, and he caught on," to the
story of dreams lost in "Something's Gotta Happen." Here Zellar recounts,
"You didn't bargain for this, for a $60 ring an 'I do,' and a kiss. You get a fucked
up man like me, beaten, broke, and weak, and unable to even say 'sorry."
The songs are of moments regretted, things we would like to take back, and
others we wish we would have never done.
A friend described the album to me as depressing, really this isn't the case.
The truth is, "Born Under" can make you uneasy because we see the errors of
our own lives in the lyrics. Not that we are bad or lousy people, just that we're
human and we make mistakes. We'd like to forget about that, but Zellar won't
let us. That's why I like him and the new album so much.
It's been two long years since Zellar parted ways with the Gear Daddies and
a lot has changed in his life. These changes are reflected in the music on "Born
Under." His sound has gotten a bit softer, a bit more country, and definitley
more serious. Gone are the novelty hits like "Zamboni" from his earlier work
and replaced by a Zellar whose grown up and doesn't have to rely on funny
lyrics to make people listen.
Zellar can still whoop it like he's playing a good old ho- down when he
wants with songs like "Eastside Boys" (my personal favorite), but now it's the
music that makes you smile, not goofy lyrics.
Zellar is starting to come into his own as a musician. As much as I liked the
Gear Daddies, going solo may prove the best thing for fans and Zellar.
When the Gear Daddies first broke, they we're a bunch of geeky farm kids
raised on spam, with old guitars, a little talent, and energy-packed shows.
Unfortunately, that can't last forever.
Kids grow up, nifty hooks give way to real talent, and wild spontanious
shows have a way of wearing on a guy. No, if the Gear Daddies would have
continued, they would have become a disappointment. They were a landmark band for the times and their names will go down in Twin Cities music
history. No band may ever come from outta no where (Austin,Minn., same
thing) and take the Cities by storm the way they did.
For Zellar all of that's behind him, he's still the same small town boy made
good, but now he has new roads to travel.

Foreign students
share experience

Being solo gives Zellar the opportunity to explore these roads and reflect on
the changes in his life. Sure, people may still ask for one of the old songs every
now and then, but he is no longer obligated to play them.
I'm not implying that Zellar is trying to disassociate with the Gear Daddies,
rather he wants it made clear that he's not the same performer he was four years
ago.
By JESSICA
"Born Under" is a stepping stone for Zellar. Don't expect it to be another Gear ADSIT
Daddies album with a different name, it's not. It will take some time for people Variety Editor
to adjust to the new Zellar, hell his name was even spelled wrong on the Rascal's
calander this month (Zell-a-r, not Zell-e-r). Given time, he could become
Minnesota's next great song writer, if he isn't already.
Jim Walsh, music critic for the St. Paul Pioneer Press wrote, "How do you tell
the world you love a band" when he first reviewd the Gear Daddies.
I would like to borrow that and adapt it a bit. "How do you tell the world you
love Martin Zellar, you don't, you just play his new album."
Music Notes and News: At Rascals on Friday, The Blue Meenies. (Check out
Shaggy's bash at Bangers beofre the show) On Saturday night, back by popular
Twelve days ago, a young boy from
demand, Tina & The B-Side Movement! I have to say hi to some guy named Mankato died from a potentially fatal
Dennis that gave me a beer two weeks ago, so "Hi". I found out that you can also type of meningitis. Classmates feared
get the Delilahs album at Good Vibrations in Winona. Happy Valetines toweek they would be next and over 6,300
to all my beloved readers, kiss your special ones for me and hope to see you all Mankato residents were vaccinated
out this weekend, Love Dave.
against the disease.
Though meningitis is not as contagious as a cold or the flu, it is transmitted in similar ways—sneezing, sharing food or drink and kissing.
It usually takes four to 10 days from
exposure to the disease until symptoms occur. The symptoms include
fever, vomitting, headache, stiff neck,
extreme sleepiness, confusion, irritability, lack of appetite and sometimes
a rash or even seizures.
Meningitis is an inflammation of
the membranes covering the brain and
spinal cord. It can be caused by either
a bacteria or a virus.
The meningitis that attacked
Mankato is known as Type C bacterial
meningitis. The type of bacteria that
caused the outbreak is called Neisseria
menigitidis.
Bacterial meningitis is less common
than the viral form but more dangerous. According to William Marshall, a
physician at the Mayo Clinic in Rochester, bacterial meningitis can kill a
healthy person in a matter of hours
once the bacteria enters the bloodstream.

Variety Reporter

College introduces people to many
new situations, people and environments. It is a big change from home.
Just imagine how big of an adjustment
one would have to make in moving to
a whole new country.
Luckily, there are some ways in
which international students can feel
connected to their homeland, while
teaching others about a whole new
culture at the same time. One of the
ways in which WSU accomplishes this
is through a program called the Cross
Cultural Outreach Project.
The project allows international students to discuss different aspect of their
homeland with others. The programs,
called cross presentations, are presented to people of all ages in Southwest Minnesota and Wisconsin.

Approximately one of
every seven people
affected by bacterial
meningitis dies.
most likely prevent a person from
being affected, unless the person is
exposed to the bacteria before the
vaccine kicks in, which usually takes
several days.
An oral antibiotic called rifampin
can be given to reduce the risk of
illness until the vaccine takes effect.
The increase of bacterial
meninigitis has also resulted in an
increase in the vaccination.
Approximately 33,000 doses of the
vaccine were administered in the
three years from 1989 to 1991. In the
18 months from January 1992 and
June 1993, approximately 180,000
doses of the vaccine were administered, a dramatic increase.

Students' play

One group of international students
took their program to Madison Elementary School and talked with the
students and faculty.
This program, introduced to WSU
in 1989 and lead by Terry Markos,
director if international studies, consists of approximately 381 international
students from 41 different countries.
To participate in the program, students
must maintain a 2.5 grade point average and do at least three programs
over the course of the year.
"So far, I think we have reached
almost 10,000 people in this part of the
country," said Sabbir Ahmed, junior
mass communication major, and coordinator of the program.
The program is supported by WSU
under the Q7 plan. The Q7 plan is a
government-operated program for the
Minnesota State University System Its
purpose is to introduce different cultures into schools ans the community

By ROBIN ORLOW

Approximately one of every seven
people affected by bacterial meningitis dies.
In 1994, 23 cases of bacterial meningitis were reported in Minnesota, resulting in three deaths.
Approximately 2,600 cases are reported in the U.S. each year. Most of
these cases occur at random in various
areas of the U.S. but since 1991 outbreaks have been increasing.
An outbreak is generally classified
as three or more reported cases in a
particular area. Before the Mankato
outbreak, the most recent Minnesota
outbreak was in 1988 in Bloomington,
Minn. Five cases and one death were
reported.
Vaccination against the disease will
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More Random TV Facts
Directions: Prove your

TV mettle. Identify the following:

1. Barney Miller's precinct number
2. The teenage singing group on THE ELECTRIC COMPANY
3. The Professor's full name
4. The first of the four FACTS OF LIFE girls to have sex
5. The singer Of THE DUKES OF HAZZARD theme song
6. Henry Rush's wardrobe of choice
7. Elise Keaton's occupation
8. The title of the SCHOOLHOUSE Rocs segment about
pronouns
9. Buffy Davis' everpresent doll
10. Joanie Cunningham's best friend
11. ALFs home planet
12. Archie Bunker's favorite bar (before he bought it)
13. Jaime Somers' bionic parts
14.The word Johnny Fever uttered on-air that got him
fired from the station he worked at before WKRP
15. The first names of Oscar Madison's and Felix
Unger's ex-wives

Joshua SmNh/Asst. Photo Editor

WSU Department of Theatre and Dance Is hosting Theatre from the Heart featuring a project by a senior. Senior Christopher John Madsen
Is directing The Curious Savage which will be performed February 16, 17 and 18 at 8:00 p.m. In Winona State's Dorthy B. Magnus Theatre.

Billy Madison: Saturday Night Dead
Cinema Files
_hilly Madison\
Circular File
Comedy (?)
Rated PG-l3
Director. Tamra Davis
Cast: Adam Sandler
Bridgette Wilson
Darren McGavin

Rating System:
Top Drawer...Must See
Second Drawer...Recommended
Third Drawer...Could be worse
Bottom Drawer...Avoid at all cost
Circular File...Trash

song, every obnoxious dance and every tasteless joke is reminiscent of his
Film Critic
SNL characters. The only difference is
that when you watch him on TV, you
Adam Sandler has pulled off the know there's a commercial coming to
biggest joke of his career and its name give you a break.
is Billy Madison.
This movie is nothing but a string of
The new movie by director Tamra unrelated sketches held together by a
Davis (CB4: The Movie) stars Sandler of plot weaker than the democrats in conSaturday Night Live fame as the title gress.
character, an out-of-control son of a
The movie occasionally leaves the
hotel tycoon.
realm of moronic, but only to become
Billy must prove himself worthy of disgusting.
inheriting the family business by goAs Billy enters the land of nap time
ing back to school. The catch is that he and dodgeball, the audience is granted
must attend classes in every grade, a chance to hear jokes so old that they
starting at first grade and complete outdate Shirley Temple's cuteness. We
high school within six months.
get the chance to experience every preIf the plot sounds ridiculous, its dictable, childish joke ever written.
only because the entire movie is riThe only thing about Billy Madison
diculous.
that isn't predictable is Billy's love inSandler, who co-wrote the script terest. It's surprising he has one and
with Tim Herlihy, seems to be using it's also surprising how unmotivated
this movie as a way of getting rid of all it is.
the material rejected by SNL.
Newcomer Bridgette Wilson plays
Every silly voice, every moronic third grade teacher, Veronica Vaughn,

By RANDY PETERSEN

who initially despises Billy, but comes
to love him. The movie doesn't really
explain why this happens, but it happens. It has something to do with
peeing one's pants.
Wilson seems like she may be trying to act but eventually gives up realizing the movie is hopeless. She ends
up merely reciting her lines and relying on her beauty queen looks.
Veteran actor Darren McGavin, as
Billy's father, realizes the hopelessness of the movie and never seems to
bother pretending to act.
And, of course, Sandler can't act so
he fits right in.
When will the SNL stars realize that
they aren't talented enough to carry a
full length movie? Most of them are
sketch comedians and their characters
aren't fit for anything longer than a
few minutes.
Sandler is constantly slipping out
of character. His Billy seems more
schizophrenic than Sybil.
On SNL, his characters are as cre-

ative as their names (canteen boy, opera man, ect.) and there's nothing different in Billy Madison.
Comedy is truly an art form. Unfortunately, Sandler is working with finger-paints. And, he was only given
one color.
The only thing that made Sandler
look good was the presence of SNL costar, Chris Farley. As the bizarre bus
driver, Farley does even less than
Sandler to attempt to develop a character.
The new cast of SNL, needs to learn
something from the shows past stars,
like Eddie Murphy, Dan Aykroyd and
Chevy Chase. These actors at least attempt to create new characters for their
big screen appearances.
Many actors on the present cast fail
to realize that their SNL characters are
interesting only in short bursts. After a
few minutes, they become moronic.
This movie deserves worse, but the
lowest I can go is the circular file. As
soon as this goes into the trash, I plan

on burning it and burying the remains.
There is no excuse for something
this bad.
In the video files this week, anything looks good compared to Billy

Madison.
Kindergarten Cop may not be a great'
film, but it offers what Sandler seems
to be trying to achieve. A laugh. Arnold
Schwarzenegger's visit to the classroom with tiny desks is a laugh riot
compared to Sandler's failure.
The Blues Brothers is probably the
best movie starring made-for-SNL
characters. Aykroyd and John Belushi
took their characters to the big screen
with great success. Unfortunately, this
film seemed to inspire too many similar attempts.
Aykroyd proved his ability to escape SNL characters with films like
Trading Places, My Girl, Sneakers and

Ghostbusters.

Belushi did the same in National
Lampoon's Animal House, Continental
Divide and Goin' South.
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'Zellar'
Continued from page 7
"I came home the other night after
being gone all weekend, it was late
but I had to wake him up and hold
him, I'm always afraid he'll forget
about me."
As for the national tour when
Zellar is away for a couple of months,
"I've been getting plenty of tips from
Murphy on what it's like to be away
from the family.
My wife is great about my touring, she's so supportive and understanding. Even the fact that I flirt a lot
doesn't bother her because she knows
I'm totally committed."
"Touring is hard. After about two
weeks, it really hits me. I've been to
San Francisco twice but have never
seen it. You get to town, spend some
time in the hotel, go play and then
leave," Zellar laments. But he also
admits to loving it.
You experience things you
couldn't doing anything else. After
the Gear Daddies ended and I wasn't
touring anymore, I really learned to
appreciate life on the road."
About the new album label,
Rykodisc, 'They're the greatest, they
are the most artist friendly label ever.
They don't tell me what to do, they
just take what I give them and say
great."
Rykodisc is even helping cover
the expense of touring. "This band
has such an overhead, it's so expensive that I just hope to break even
with the album but I probably won't."
That makes it hard on Zellar.

CULTURAL IDIOCY QUIZ
ANSWERS

"Before it was just me, but now I
have a family to wory about and
support,house and car payments. It's
scary."
So far, response to "Born Under " is
good. "We've been getting a lot of
radio play all over, and tonight the
crowd really seemed into the music.
It's hard trying to play new songs, if
people don't know them they tend to
ignore you, this was one of the best
audiences we've had."
Zellar is definitely happy with how
things are going with the band, album,
and family right now. His style has
matured, he has changed from a song
writer to a song crafter, and yet he still
tells the tales of evryone's life.
In a day when when musicians try
to be reclusive and above the whole
world, Martin Zellar is the breath of
fresh air we all need. Down to earth,
honest, and just like the rest of us, a
person.

It's 2 a.m. and you think
you might be pregnant.
Who do you call?

9. Mrs. Beasley
10.Jenny Piccalo
I I. Melmac
12. Kelsey's
13. Bionic legs, right arm, and right ear
14. Booger
15. Blanche (Oscar's) and Gloria

1. 12th
2. The Short Circus
3. Roy Hinkley
4. Natalie
5. Waylon Jennings
6. College sweatshirts
7. Architect
8. RUFUS XAVIER SARSAPARILLA

it

(Felix's)

r

MAZATLAN

Free, confidential pregnancy tests. 24-hour hotline.
Free assistance. Best of all, a friend to listen to you.
(all us at 452-2421or stop in at 920 W. 5th St.
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FAST REFUNDS -2

graduate I'll make it. (be crowned
Mr. WSU)"
Elliot Fisher, who was sponsored
by the forensics club, said, "Yeah, it
was lots of fun." He also said that he'd
do it again if he was nominated.
Not everyone had such positive feelings about the evening. Bret Reynolds,
sponsored by Political Science Association, said, "I'm not very proud of
myself, it's pretty degrading shit."

7 Night Packages From

$439

Minneapolis/Saturday Departures

Do you need extra cash?
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$
Sell something--and classify it in
The Winonan

1

DROP OFF SITES:
1. CAMPUS BOOKS ECT.

I

All Trips Include:

(NEXT

TO PAPA JOHNS)
454.5493

I
I

2. WSU BOOKSTORE
457-5319

3. VITA OFFICE

4 STATE

105 SC,MSEN

(NEXT -1- 0

HALL

FARM INS.

BIG BEAR)

452-5553

457 -55b1

-Round Trip Transportaion to Mazatlan
-On-Site Professional Staff
-Hotel Accomidations
-College Tours Office in Mazatlan
-College Tours VIP Party Package Included!
-Nightly Events and parties

I

to 4 weeks*
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SPRING BREAK '95

Continued from page 7
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$5
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`Our Extra Benefits are worth over $150, so dare to compare--without
a doubt, the best tour package available!

1-800-395-4896

Take Your Break with
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR
Rates starting as low as $150 per week
Mention this ad for a special discount
Make your reservation now!

L...
(608) 785-7400
50 Copeland Ave.
LaCrosse, WI

ENTERPRISE
RENT-A-CAR

457-5473

MINNESOTA

Cali=

The Special Delivery" Camas),

*Renter must be a minimum of 21 years old. Prices do not include
sales tax or optional CDW, PAI, SLP

APP"'sv,,At;?s,m,

America's #1 Green Collar Job.
If you're looking for a part-time job to support your college education, choose one that's
neither "Ake" collar nor "blue" collar.
It's sort of green —with various shades that let you blend into the trees as a member of the
Minnesota Amy National Guard.
It's quite a job. For two weeks a year and one weekend a month, you're eligible for up to $6,120
in education assistance with the Montgomery Gi Bt11 plus 50% tuition reimbursement from the
Minnesota Army National Guard. You can also apply for an additional $2,000 enlistment bonus. And
youll earn a minimum salary of $11,000 during the course of your enlistment.
You'll dress for_work?
Well, yes, you can cal it work. Most call it etching: Rappeling down a tower, crossing the
terrain in a tank — that sort of thing. You'll also learn new skills in commtmications, computers,
electronics and hundreds of technical fields.
And you'll make a lot of new friends who share the same goals you have for a part-time job.
Better get started now. Call

NATIONAL

GUARD

Aniedcans nu' Best

The Army National Guard is an Equal Opportunity Employer.
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or fast relief from the nagging ache of taxes, we

As the nation's largest retirement system, we offer
a wide range of allocation choices—from TIAA's

deferred annuities designed to help build additional

traditional annuity, with its guarantees of principal

assets—money that can help make the difference

and interest, to the seven diversified investment

between living and living ive// after your working years

accounts of CREF's variable annuity. What's more,
our expenses are very low,* which means more of

are over.
Contributions to your SRAs are deducted from
your salary on a pre-tax basis. That lowers your
current taxable income, so you start saving on taxes
right away. What's more, any earnings on your SRAs

your money goes toward improving your future
financial health.
To find out more, call our planning specialists at
I 800 842-2888. We'll send you a complete SRA

are also tax-deferred until you receive them as income.

information kit, plus a free slide-calculator that shows

That can make a big difference in how painful your tax

you how much SRAs can lower yott• taxes.

bill is every year.

Call today—it couldn't hurt.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it.''"
Ilddrd

is

Inmranc• Ailing Arm/y. ,id, 1994; Lipper Analytical Services, Inc.,

Lipper-Dirrelors'ilnalylical Data, 1994 (Quarterly). CREF

certificates are distributed by TIAA-CREF Individual and Institutional Services. Inc. For more complete information, including charges and
expenses. call 1 8(10-842-2733, ext. 5509 for

a

CREF prospectus. Read the prospectus carefully before you invest or send money.
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•
Comfortable private seating
••
•• • Excellent coffee, fresh hoagies,
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pitas and soups
••
•• *Fast friendly service
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•• *Ample lighted parking
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Quite a way to miss
So this 16-year old kid has a chance
to win one million dollars.
What does he do? Shoots an airball
DAVID
at the NBA's All-Star Weekend.
BOEHLER
This kid no longer has reason to
live. One million dollars. One threeManaging
Editor
point shot. One airball. Every morning will be a struggle to get out of bed.
I don't even know if I would want
the chance he had. The reward would
be life-changing. The consequences though, are death-threatening.
Talk about pressure. Why the poor kid (no pun intended) was even on
David Letterman before the contest. I'm sure he'll make it again via my top
ten I'll mail Dave.
Top ten reasons Mr. Choke no longer has reason to live.
10. Studio Six's Al Light made 10 consecutive 3-pointers on Nerf hoop.
9. Thought consolation price was pizza and seven-up.
8. Winona State University's Dance Team took loan to go to Phoenix and
happened to stay in same hotel as Mr. Choke.
7. Pre-game instructions were to hard to read: You (object A) shoot
basketball, object B. Never mind the gourds of media people, object C,
nearly suffocating you There is the basketball hoop, object D. As A, put B
in D and smile for C as you collect E-one million dollars.
Miss the shot and become object F, as in failure, fluke, fool, and any other
f-word used to describe a 16-year old who not only missed the shot, but the
entire stinkin' rim.
6. Mr. Chokes puberty-striving friends will give him a hard time for the
rest of his life: "Hey Choke! Wanna play some basketball? Or do you have
to wash the dishes for your allowance!"
5. Next year's prize is worth two million dollars and there's talk of
moving the 3-point line in closer.
4. Knew he shouldn't of tried that Arizona PCP.
3. Application denied to become Independent 's sports editor.
2. Thought he had to shoot a left-handed potty shot with other hand
behind his back, eyes closed under blindfold, shoes tied together, e.arrings
removed, tongue in cheek while jock on backwards.
1. Was at Shorty's two hours before contest!
My advice: Crawl in a hole and hide. Anytime someone airballs a shot
in a game, chants are directed at that person throughout the game. And the
shot was worth two measly points, not a million bucks.

Step up 9 step down. Hello, good-bye

Hello. I am your new Managing Editor.
When I started here as a sports reporter three years ago, I would have
never imagined reaching the lofty status I have now
Holding back the tears, I retrace the steps on my journalistic map: Sports
Reporter, Assistant Sports Editor, Co-Sports Editor, and Sports Editor.
Someone once said //Keep your feet planted on the ground and keep
reaching for the stars." Or was it the sky.
Anyway, as Sports Editor, there was only one way to step up. Become
managing editor. With that done, that leaves me no choice but to step
down—as Sports Editor.
Wait! Before you cuss out this very paper, crumbling and shredding it
to pieces, I want you to know that my column will still appear.
Yes, it will still be sports. IT let the news analysis be handled by...well,
I don't know yet.
I do know, however, that the new Sports Editor and former Co-News
Editor, Maggie McCallum will be a fine replacement. Besides, it's not hard.
Yeah, right. As editor, you decide who writes what. Reporters write the
story and hand it in Then you proof-read and makes changes to it, decide
where to place it use a picture or not and size it if so, write and size the
headline, jump it to another page, etc., etc., etc. And that's only one story.
But this is what I want to do when I grow up. When that happens, I'll
never forget all of the compliments and the one complaint you've expressed
over the years.
I thank you all, and to show gratitude, my pal Shaggy suggested a fan
appreciation party. Pretty good idea, Shags.
So all of you are invited. Laverne, like me, dislike me, hate me. Just have
fun and even get to see the Shagster up close. This Friday night at 8:30 at
Banger's. (I know it's a cheesy plug.) It's the least I could do.
Again, ignore the tear spillage as I write my last headline as Sports Editor.
Good-bye.

Tennis

Women win, men lose to Mankato St.

By JENNIFER WEINLAEDER
SPorts RePorter

The Winona State University's tennis teams
first meet was on Feb. 11 against Mankato State
University at St. Theresa's Tennis and Sports.
The women defeated their opponents, 6-1 while
the men lost to Mankato by 4-3.
Mankato's No. 1 singles player Debbie Siegert
defeated WSU's Carrie Guros, 6-3, 6-3. The
Mankato win gave them an early lead of 1-0.
In return, WSU's No. 2 player Stephanie Reider
beat Lisa Erickson, 3-6, 6-1, and 6-2. Dana Krinhop
(WSU, No. 3) was victorious over Erin Yahnke, 64, 6-4, to give the women the lead, 2-1.
Winona's No. 4 singles Jill Pomplun lost by
scores of 6-3, 6-3. WSU's Katie Lofthus (No. 5)
contributed to the lead by defeating Becky
Kretsche, 6-2, 6-0.
"For out first match, I thought we played well,"
said Pomplun. We still have a lot of work to do,
especially in our singles games."
In the doubles competition, Gums and Reider
(No.1) defeated Yahnke and Siegert, 8-2. Krinhop
and Pomplun (No. 2) also had a victory over
MSU's Anderson and Erickson, 8-3. The third
win came from No. 3 Lofthus and Carissa Scheively
who beat Webber and Kretsche, 8-1.
New this year, the tennis teams will compete
in Division H instead of the NAIA, which brings
about tougher cometition.
"Our conference will be a lot harder," said
Pomplun. "With the switch, the competition will
be a lot harder, tougher compared to last years."
For the men's team, WSU's Marek Bures defeated Mark Milbrath, 6-2, 6-4 but David Thompson of Mankato defeated Jeff Jensen, 6-1, 6-0.
Both Manuel Arteaga and Scott Ne;,, -in had
single competition victories. Arteaga had a 6-4, 57, 6-3 victory and Nelson defeated Matt Wilson, 63, 6-1.

NEXT UP: Bemidji St. and Saint Mary's
Home
Feb. 18, 12:00

Joshua SmIth/Asst, Photo Editor

Stephanie Rieder In action at St. T's on Saturday. Rieder helped the women's team defeat Mankato.

Women's Basketball

Losing streak finally ends, restarts
By ARIK HANSON

plagued the Warriors as the Dragons
moved out to a 44-20 halftime lead.
Moorhead State's 2-3 zone baffled
Winona State University found it- Warrior shooters throughout the
self in an unfamiliar situation facing evening as Winona State shot just 29%
Moorhead State University.
for the game.
The Warriors (0-9 in the Northern
"Moorhead is very tough to beat at
Sun Intercollegiate Conference, 8-16 home," said head coach Teri Sheridan.
overall,) were coming off their first "We seem to play them on Parent's
victory since New Year's Eve, snap- Day every year and their kids seem to
ping a 9-game losing streak.
rally around that."
Winona State's winning ways were
Although the Warriors outscored
short-lived though, as Moorhead State the Dragons 34-32 in the second half,
beat the Warriors, 76-54 at Alex Winona State's defense could never
Nemzek Fieldhouse Saturday night.
seem to stop Moorhead State's penA slow start and poor shooting etrating guards Rosalie Hayenga and
Sports Reporter

Tonah Paulson.
"Not only did we not put enough
points on the board, but we didn't
hold them down defensively," said
Sheridan.
Jennifer Hosting led the Warriors
with 17 points in just 23 minutes of
action, also pulling down 6 rebounds.
Feb. 8 at McGown Gymnasium, the
Warriors beat non-conference foe
Wayne State College 83-77.
The victory came on the heels of a
38-point drubbing by the University
of Minnesota-Duluth Bulldogs in
which the Warriors shot just 32% from
the field.

For the first time in six games the
Warriors (8-15) shot over 40% from
the field, not including the 33 free
throws Winona State converted.
Although Winona State trailed
37-36 at the MAC the Warriors brimming confidence spilled over in the
second half as Winona State's post
players started to take control of the
game.
The Warriors control of the second half never weakened as Winona
State continually knocked down its
free throws to seal the victory.

See Basketball, page 11

Men's Basketball

Deficit too much for WSU to overcome at Moorhead State
BY SCOTT KRAMP

The Warriors trailed from the start
and were never really in the game as
Moorhead State took them out early
When a visiting team falls behind with its aggressive play.
by 14 points in the first five minutes of
Another key to the game was free
throw shooting, or lack of, by Winona
a game, that usually spells defeat.
Winona State University (13-10 State. The Dragons (24-33 from the
overall, 5-4 in the Northern Sun free throw line) shot 25 more than the
Intercollegiate Conference) couldn't Warriors (4-8).
On Feb. 8 at McCown Gymnasium,
come back from this deficit on Feb. 12
against Moorhead State by the final the Warriors defeated Wayne State
University by the score of 64-62 in one
score of 88-66.
Poor WSU shooting (38%) and an of the more exciting games of the year.
ankle injury to senior point guard
The Warriors were in command for
Damon Scott (5 points) were major much of the first half as they led by a
halftime score of 37-29.
factors in the loss to the Dragons.
Sports Reporter

In the first half, Scott and Pat
Thorsell provided the outside attack,
while Rodney Ousley and Sowinski
got on the boards providing a rugged
Warrior inside game.
A first half highlight was senior
Plitzuweit, fittingly, hitting a threepoint field goal, pushing his WSU career point total to 1,001 career points.
Thanks to some questionable officiating, the game tightened up in the
second half. With about 11 minutes
left, Wayne State held a 10-3 foul differential over the Warriors. Due to
this, Wayne State was in the bonus for
a good part of the second half.

At the 5:35 mark of the second half,
Wayne State's Dan Anderson hit two
free throws that gave them its first lead
of the game 57-55.
Scott came down and hit a hanging
jumper in the lane to tie the score.
The game remained tied until the
3:39 mark when Ousley stepped up
and rejected a Wayne State shot that
started a WSU fast break. Scott again
hit an off-balance shot giving the Warriors a 59-57 lead.
The teams exchanged baskets until
Scott hit a three pointer at the 1:35
mark giving WSU a 64-60 lead.
With the score 64-62, Ousley

blocked another shot preserving the
WSU lead.
All eyes, however, were not on the
blocked shot. They were on the frightening sight of Scott, who had scored 7
of the last 9 WSU points, lying on the
floor in agony. McCown was silent as
Scott was attended to.
He was helped off the court minutes later in a leg brace to the applause
of the WSU faithful.
The injury looked to be serious at
first, but it turned out to be nothing
more than a severely sprained ankle
which allowed Scott to play a few
nights later.

NSIC Standings
W L O' all
-

Northern St.
UM-Duluth
UM-Morris

-

8-2
7-2
6-4

21-4
16-7
16-8

WINONA ST.

5 4
-

13 10

Moorhead St.
Bemidji St.
Southwest St.

5-5
1-8
1-8

14-11
6-18
1-20

-

NEXT UP: Northern St. Home
Tonight at 7:30

at Bemidji St.
Feb. 18

Joshua Smith/Asst. Photo Editor

Warrior Chris Grove looks for an open man on Wednesday night In McCown Gym. WSU
wont on to beat Wayne State 64-62. More action tonight starting at 5:30 In McCown Gym.

B4CN1 Basham/Staff Photographer

Damon Scott went down after spraining his ankle on Wednesday. Scott recovered to play In the next game.
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Pohl: All-American with confidence

'Exhausting day'
for WSU spikers

By KEVIN BECHARD
Assistant Sports Editor

By JOE BURKE

Gymnastics is the kind of sport in
which the individual has to work hard
and practice over a number of years in
order to peak, which usually requires
starting at a younger age.
Junior Paralegal major Shannon
Pohl followed this pattern as her experience and competitiveness started in
grade school.
"I competed...when I was in seventh grade," said Pohl. "And if I remember correctly, I still hold the record
for the most consecutive personal
records."
Before competing in the high school
level, gymnasts have the opportunity
to compete in club programs.
"I was involved in this kind of a
program before seventh grade, and
the only difference is that it is another
division," said Pohl.
Not only does this sport require a
fair amount of training and discipline,
but according to Pohl, a month or two
of training before the start of the sea-

son won't necessarily make you a stronger gymnast.
"I believe that it if more mental
(85%) than physical (15%) when it
comes to training and competing," said
Shannon. "It is also important to stay
in shape with lifting weights, if not
training, all year round. Especially if
you constantly want to get better."
The gymnastics progr?.m at Winona
State University has been on shaky
ground a couple of times in recent
years, especially the 1992-93 season.
The program's success also is related
directly to the coaches.
"Because the program was almost
cut in [1993], we haven't had a permanent coach yet," said Pohl. "Actually,
we've had four different coaches over
the past two years. It affects the team
as a whole because the expectations
and training patterns of each coach
varies."
Though the team competes in Division II, there are no specific rules set
for who they can/cannot compete with.
So WSU's competition varies from
Division I to Division III.

"Although it seems that we are facing tougher competition with the Division I schools, I feel that out depth
will propel us to the Division II Nationals," said Pohl. "Unfortunately,
we lost two of our top two gymnasts to
injuries, and we are looking for the
younger gymnasts to step up. I think
this year's squad is the best its been
since I've been here, so I think we'll go
far."
Unlike most collegiate sports, gymnastics is more of an individual sport,
rather than a team effort like baseball
or basketball.
"My best event would have to be
the floor exercise, and being that I'm
small has something to do with my
positive performances," said Pohl. "I
was an All-American last year, and I
get my best scores in this event. Already, my scores are higher this year
than last year's.
I went on to national competition
finals the past two years, but I'd like to
see the team as a whole go."
Unfortunately, as far as competition goes after college, there is very

Basketball

Continued from page 10
Kelly Jansen led the Warriors with 16 points, 8 rebounds and 7 blocked shots while teammate Angie
Bohringer tossed in 14 points and grabbed 5 rebounds.
"We knew what we could do, we just needed to prove
it to ourselves," said Jansen.
In addition to Jansen and Bohringer, senior guard
Megan Lanham and forward Vicki Field also reached
double figures in scoring.
"In order for us to be competitive, we have to have
more than one person stepping up," said Jansen.
Lanham scored 14 points while dishing out 6 assists
and converted on many crucial free throws, going 9 for 11
from the charity stripe. Field threw in 11 points on 4 of 6
field goals, including a key three-point basket.

NSIC Standings
W L 0' a11
-

-

Northern St.
UM-Duluth
Southwest St.
Bemidji St.
Moorhead St.
UM-Morris

9-1 21-3
8-1 14-7
5-4 15-8
4-5 12-11
4-6 12-13
3-7 8-16

WINONA ST.

0-9

8-16

NEXT UP: Northern St. Home
Tonight at 5:30

at Bemidji St. Feb. 18

find one. But if you're a nurs-

an Army officer, you'll command the
respect you deserve. And with the added

command of your own career, consider

benefits only the Army can offer—a $5000

the Army Nurse Corps. You'll be treated as

signing bonus, housing allowances and 4

a competent professional, given your own

weeks paid vacation—you'll be well in com-

patients and responsibilities commensurate

mand of your life. Call 1-800-USA ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

"After that, we played really well
beating South Dakota State twice."
'The highpoint was definitely
beating South Dakota State," added
Doug Johnson. 'The chemistry really got better and we played our
best."
The Warriors split their last match
to Bethel College and ended up second in the bracket to South Dakota
State, but still made the playoffs.
The playoffs were best of three
and the Warriors came out strong
beating Gustavus 2-1, but were el iminated from the tournament by St.
Johns 2-1 in the semifinals.
"It was a long, exhausting day,"
commented Bronson.
"We were very tired, but it was a
big achievement beating St. Johns in
the semifinals," added Kirk Williams.
"It was a good day overall," said
Johnson. "Guys got some good time
off the bench and if we had our full
team we probably would have won
the whole thing."
NEXT UP: at Bethel, Feb. 18

If interested
contact Tom
ASAP!!!
457-5119

Shaggy presents...
Fan Appreciation Night
at Bangers

with your level of experience. As

ing student who wants to be in

Shannon Pohl
little, if any.
"Right now, I'm judging high school
competition, and after college, I hope
to judge both college and co-ed, along
with some coaching," said Pohl.

The Winona State University
men's Volleyball Club participated
in a tournament at Macalaster last
weekend,
The Warriors played the four
other teams in their bracket twice on
their way to the playoffs.
Short their two best middlemen,
the Warriors were first to make some
changes in the first match verses
Luther College.
"We were switching things
around the first part of the day trying
to make up for our missing starters,
said coach Chris Bronson. 'This
didn't work out well though. We
weren't as smooth."
Despite this, the Warriors went 11 against Luther College and also
split with UW-Eau Claire after they
switched back to their normal lineup
minus Mike Blazich and Mark Lloyd.
"We went back to what was
mostly normal against Eau Claire,
which worked better," said Bronson.

The Winonan
is looking for
photographers
with experience!

IN THE ARMY,
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND.
THEY'RE IN COMMAND.
Any nurse who just wants a job can

Sports Reporter

*Bring in this ad for a
Friday, Feb. 17
free autograph and dol8:30-1:00
lar off drink special
A.U.C.D. special
Put on your dandn' shoes and deer goggles, it time to party with. the Skagster

9 Ball Pool Tourney
Sunday, February 19th
at Jefferson's Pub &
Grill

Winona - 452-8752
1201 GILMORE AVENUE IN THE WINONA MALL

WE DELIVER TWO!

Starting time is 12:00 pm
and goes until finished

Our drivers carry less than $20. Delivery area limited to ensure safe driving!

Entrance Fee
is $5.00 per person

NEW!

NEW!

LITTLE CAESARS

Registration in Lower Hypen
Monday 13th-Friday 17th
10:00-4:00

CHICKEN
WINGS

20

OR

PIECE

CASH PRIZES FOR
1st, 2nd, & 3rd PLACE
Sponsored by :

I

HAo

PI LAMBDA PHI
Contact Glenn Hansen at 457-3012
or
Shane Berry at 457-0735
Proceeds go to the A.L.D. Foundation

6.49

Plus
Tax

10
PIECE

3.49

OFFER VALID AT PARICIPATING LITTLE CAESARS.

EXPIRES 2/22/95

2

N: Little Caesars

2 PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE & 1 TOPPING

$4 . 99

PLUS TAX

ADD CHEESE OR TOPPINGS FOR JUST
$.50 EACH PER PIZZA.
OFFER VALID ONLY FOR A LIMITED TIME.
EXPIRES 2/22/95

Little Caesars.

LARGE
MEDIUM
PIZZA
PEPPERONI PIZZAS
WITH CHEESE & 1 TOPPING

1

(OR ANY SINGLE TOPPING)

$6 • 99

PLUS TAX

ADD CHEESE OR TOPPINGS FOR JUST $.65
EACH PER PIZZA. VALID ONLY FOR A
LIMITED TIME.
Little Caevi vs.
EXPIRES 2/22/95

FRESH, HOT, DELICIOUS

CRAZY BREAD

5.99

PLUS TAX

ADDITIONAL LARGE PIZZA $4.00. ADD
TOPPINGS FOR JUST $.75 EACH PER
PIZZA. VALID FOR A LIMITED TIME.
EXPIRES 2/22/95 c 1Litue

k,desaL..

•4 PIECE ORDER $.75 PLUS TAX
•8 PIECE ORDER $1.49 PLUS TAX
With any purchase. Expires 2/22/95
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Have you found your summer job?
Let this be the summer you make a
difference. The Girl Scout Council of
Greater Miineapolis is seeking staff
to support 3 summer resident
camps: 2 near Minneapolis, 1 in
northern MN. Positions include:
Counselors who have experience
working w/ youth and enjoy the
outdoors. Waterfront Director for
waterfront supervisory position;
certified in Red Cross Lifeguard
Training, 1st aid and CPR.
Lifeguards to develop and implement
water activities fof girls 8-15;
current lifeguard certification req.
Riding Specialists to lead horse
riding instruction and trail rides.
Wildererness Trip Guides to lead 5-7
day canoe/backpack/mountain bike
trips in No. MN. Other positions
avail. Animal Farm Spec., Arts&
CraftsSpec., Naturalist, Program Dir.
and Challenge Course Specialsits.
Write/ call us for application packet:
Human Resources, Girl Scout
Council of Greater Mpls. , 5601
Brooklyn Blvd., Mpls., MN 55429,
(612) 535-4602 ext. 74

HELP WANTED!
Men/Women earn up to $480
weekly assembling circuit boards/electronic components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train. Immediate openings your local area.
Cal 1-602-680-4647 Ext. 102c

HELP WANTED
RAISE $150 TO $650
Looking for a fundraiser?
Help manage a 4-5 day
promotion on campus.
GUARANTEED payment of
$150 plus up to $500 in
bonuses. No investment
required. Call 1-800-9501037 ext. 25

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!
ENVELOPE STUFFING-$600$800 every week.
FREE Details: SASE to
International Inc.
1375 Coney Island Ave.
Brooklyn, NY 11230

Home mailers wanted.
Send SASE to :
S A Enterprise 373 Main ST.
Apt. 1 Winona,MN 55987
FUNDRAISING
choose from 3 different fundraisers
lasting either 3 or 7 days. No investment. Earn $$$ for you group plus
personal cash bonuses for yourself.
Call 1-800-932-0528, Ext. 65

UNIQUE SUMMER JOBS IN

BEAUTIFUL MN...
Spend 4-13 wks. in the "Land of
10,000 Lakes". Earn salary plus
rmfboard. Counselors, nurses, travel
guides, lifeguards and other positions
available at MN camps for children
and adults with disabilities. Contact:
MN Camps, 10509 108th St. NWm
Annandale, MN 55302 (612) 2748376 ext. 10. EOE

NANNIES!!!;.

The Elite Nanny Service! Call us to
find the best jobs available in th e
childcare field. One year commitment
only. Nannies Plus 1-800-752-0078.

FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!!
Indviduals and Student Organizations
wanted to promote the Hottest Spring
Break Destinations, call the nation's
leader. Inter-Campus Programs 1-800ti 327-6013.

ON ALL ORDERS PAYABLE IMMEDIATELY. SIGN UP BUSINESS
TO ACCEPT CHECKS BY PHONE.
SEND 2 STAMPS. R. VOLPI, 226
SEMINARY AVE WS, YONKERS, NY
10704.

SPRING BREAK '95 EARN A
COMMISSION, FREE TRIP AND OR
BOTH BY SELLING SPRING
BREAK PACKAGES TO
MAZATLAN, CANCUN OR
ACAPULCO - FOR INFORMATION
CALL 1-800-446-8355.

Free Airfare!

Fly to Europe, Mexico, Asis.
Couriers needed worldwide, PIT. Free
Info. Send SASE: Capital Box 131612
St.Paul, MN 55113.

FOR RENT

•••MAZATLAN•••#1 in fun!! Best
prices!! Organize 15 students and
travel free or earn cash/both. Call
Chad at CLASSIC TRAVEL:
1-800-798-1509.

FOR RENT!

Needed Feb. 1: 3 or 4 roommates
separately or form own group. 2 very
large, nice bedrooms apt. w/
basement, semi-furnished. 2 blocks
from WSU. $185 each including
heat, water, and trash. Call 4544082 after 5:00 p.m.

Are you an organizer? Like to get
people together? Make $$, gain
excellent business experience and
earn free travel by marketing our
sprig break packages. Call Blue
Iguana Tours: 1-800-868-7423.

World travel. Seasonal and FullTime employment available. No exp.
necessary. For info. call
1-206-634-0468 ext. C56771

EARN $100.00 cormissioN

(206) 632-1146 ext. j56771

SPRING BREAK

• ,
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING—
Earn up to $2,000+/mo. onCruise
Ships or Land-Tourcompanies.

frsaiNjeiBentayaga
Send 2 f/c stamps to R. Volpi, 226
seminary Ave. WS, Yonkers, NY
10704. Become a broker!

Travel Abroad and Work. Make
up to $2,000-$4,000+/mo. teaching
basic conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages
required. For information call:

WANTED!

Individuals, student organizatons
and small groups to promote
SPRINGBREAK '95. Earn
substantial MONEY and FREE
TRIPS. CALLTHE NATION'S
LEADER, INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013.

Subleasers needed for summer; 5 Bdrm
Furnished Apt. 0 Blks form campus. Price
is negotiable. 453-1923 Millie or Heidi.

SPRING BREAK Mazatlan from
$399. Air/7 nights hotel/FREE nightly
beer parties/discounts.
1-800-366-4786 OR (612) 893-

CRUISE SHIP JOBS:
Attention students! Earn $2000-i:
mon`hly. Summer/fuOme. We,
travel. Carribean, Hawaii. TowGuides, Gift shop sales, Deck hands,
Casino Workers. No experience.
Ca111:(602) 453-4651

PERSONALS

9679

FOUND!! A womans pair of
perscription glasses with bronze
frame and have a black case. They
were found in in Somsen Auditorium
and can be picked up in 109 Sornson.

HELP WANTED!!!
Individuals students/organizations
to promote Spring Break Trips. Earn
high dollar commissions and free trips.
Must be outgoing and creative. Call
immediately 1-800-217-2021

Congratulations on your 1000 points Erik!
Love ya Tarn.
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"Rotting Pinata"

CORROSION
OF CONFORMITY

Ice"
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OF CONE RMITY
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'bad mood" and 'you suck'
mr.
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Including:
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NEENAH

MENASHA
PLOWED
MOLLY
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In Other Words"
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YES JORGE HUT
I LIKE TO PARTY
WITH THE MAGIC
PLAYERS

the 13-track anthology

i33

"Difintieley Maybe"
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SUPERSONIC /LIVE

FOREVER

/ SHAKERMAKER
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GRACE
ETERNAL LIFE
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ALL CASSETTES a
COMPOCT DISCS
$3.011 OFF

OASIS

'Grace"
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cd only)

JEFF BUCKLEY
JEff
SucKLEY
(: RACE

horn the groundbreaking
eitematIve studio
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ALBATROSS / CLEAR NY WOUNDS /SEVEN DAYS

HALLELUJAH

20% OFF

SEEPAS
POSTERS
T-SIIIRTS
INCENSE
JAVA LAMPS
CANDLES

ALL SPORT COMIC

a GAME CARDS

5-1570 OFF
SPORT COMIC AND GAME CARD COUPONS
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LADY DEATH $19.99 I

SINGLE
CARDS

$599
• P $44.99 SET! $ 3•99 IPK ILULTRA HAN $16.661 15% OFF
L
(LIMIT 12 PACKS PEP COSTOMER)

(WHILE SUPPLIES LAST SALE
PRICES NOT INCLUDED VOID 2/23/95)

6' r)C;(-)/?

(WHILE SUPPLIES LAST
NO RAIN CHECKS_

I

(LIMIT ONE BOX PER COUPON)
(WHILE SUPPLIES AVAILABLE
VALID THROUGH 2/21/95)

(WHILE SUPPLIES LAST

N C) RAIN CHECKS
\/CDIED AFTER 2/25/95)

(CANNOT BE COMBINED WITH
ANY OTHER DISCOUNTS OR
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FACE THE MUSIC
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SUNDAY
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ROCHESTER
Crossroads Shopping Center • 1201 S. Broadway
(507) 281-4744

WINONA
619 Huff Street
(507) 452-1342

LA CROSSF.
Crossroads Center (by Cub Foo(Is)
(608) 781-0070

REGISTER TO
WIN fl CD
AND COSSETTE
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER

